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word from the editor

G

lobal realities are reshaping how we communicate
Christ, disciple, plant and nurture churches, engage
in relief and development, live in alternative communities, and work to challenge sin in its more pernicious
A. Scott Moreau
and systemic forms. Evidence of this reshaping is found in Editor
our authors’ reflections on honor, face, and shame; the theological perspectives of migrant communities; and the values and orientation
that have shaped the coming generations.
By God’s grace, the two-way realities of mission today means we dare not see
the gospel in the same way. As with Peter in Acts 10, we need to be converted
to God’s agenda in mission. Like him, we’ve missed pieces because of our own
cultural blinders, historical traditions, or organizational constraints. In this issue, our authors illustrate the ebb and flow of several of the issues, ranging
from exploring the needs of adult children of the mentally ill to contemporary
framing of mission (and missional) by noted leaders. I invite you to enjoy the
cornucopia set before you!
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a second look
Commentary by EMQ associate editor, Gary Corwin

The God of Islam and
the God of the Bible

W

ho is God?” It’s the most basic question, but one
that is frequently lost sight of in discussions about insider
movements and the contextualization of ministry to Muslims. Converstaions about the appropriateness of Christ’s followers
saying the shahada (Muslim creed) tend to focus on Muhammad
and the nature of prophet-hood. But the really important question
is, “Who is this God who alone is God?” The Bible and the universal
teachings of Islam have very different answers to this question.
While Insider Movement (IM) advocates from the outside tend to focus
on prophet-hood, the primary hurdle
that followers of Jesus from a Muslim
background must face in considering whether they will continue to affirm the shahada is not “What kind
of prophet is the prophet of Islam?”
but “Who is this God about whom I
am affirming that there is no other?”
When focus is placed on the nature
of prophet-hood, the challenge is
usually downsized to determining
sufficient plausibility. The real issue,
however, is one of revealed truth.
Before proceeding further, let me
try to dispel two concerns that commonly arise in the minds of many
who would prefer that this question
not even be raised. First, am I saying
that it is illegitimate for Arabs, for
whom “Allah” has been the term for
God from before the advent of Islam,
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to use that term today? No, that is no
more illegitimate than it is for English speakers to use the term “God”
simply because it has pagan Germanic roots. Such terms can be redefined
biblically by those who use them, but
that is different than ignoring the fact
that the “Allah” of Islam is not the
same as Yahweh (or Jehovah) of the
Bible.
Second, I am not saying that those
common understandings of God’s attributes that Christians and Muslims
share should not be acknowledged
and used as evangelistic bridges. But
again, that is different than saying
that the Allah of Islam and the God
of the Bible are one and the same.
The divergences that exist are just too
many and too important to suggest
that is the case.
So what are these divergences and
how can they be properly under-

stood? Dr. Ben Hegeman (permission granted), an Islamic scholar and
colleague of mine at SIM, recently
shared a diagram that was helpful
in this regard. He showed three categories that describe the attributes of
Allah and where they overlap. First,
there is scripture’s (the Bible’s) Allah. His unique attributes as revealed
from this source include his being relational, “Emmanuel,” incarnational,
Trinity, sacrificial, light, redeemer,
humble, love, and covenantal.
At the other end of the spectrum
is the catalog of unique attributes
which Islam credits to Jibril (Gabriel)
in the revelation he brought to Muhammad. These include Allah being
pure will, capricious, deceiver, aloof,
arbitrary, fatalist, impersonal, and Tawid (absolute oneness).
Between these two revelations (the
special revelation of the Bible, and
the revelations of Jibril to Muhammad) stands the Arab understanding
of Allah garnered through general
revelation. The attributes it shares
with both of the other revelations
include Allah being one, creator, provider, judge, all-powerful, just, merciful, transcendent, and eternal.
Thus it is clear that while there are
many attributes shared by the God of
the Bible and the God of Islam, there
are enough significant and salvationdependent differences that there can
be no doubt they are not the same.
To examine the appropriateness of
Muslim followers of Christ reciting
the shahada only from the perspective of what it says and could mean
about Islam’s Prophet is to miss the
more fundamental point altogether.
Whether the Prophet of Islam should

be acknowledged by followers of
Christ as a true prophet of God, or a
prophet in the sense that he led Arab
tribal groups out of polytheism into
monotheism, or as no prophet at all,
is almost beside the point in terms of
creed worthiness.
It is in the creed’s assertion concerning God, about whom his solitary existence is steadfastly maintained, that the truth issue must be
addressed. Who is THIS god, and is
he the same as the God of the Bible?
It is because these questions must be
answered in the negative that recitation of the shahada by followers of
Christ cannot be done with integrity
and truth.
“But,” some may argue, “when
reciting the creed I am thinking of
the Allah of the Bible, not the Allah of Islam.” While that is certainly
good, one must in good conscience
ask if that is how those who witness
it would perceive it. That they would
most certainly not see it that way argues for not doing it to avoid deception.
This argument is a familiar one,
as it has also been made in the more
frequently held discussions about
prophet-hood related to the last half
of the shahada. While it applies equally well to both, it should certainly not
be ignored with regard to the more
elemental assertion of the creed concerning who God is.
Gary Corwin is associate editor of EMQ and
staff missiologist with
the international office of
SIM.
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50 Years
Down.
___ to Go.

EMQ will celebrate 50 years of publication
with the October 2014 issue.
Dear Friends,
Our 50-year celebration presents a great opportunity for us
to strengthen who we are as we launch into the next season of
providing compelling reflections from mission practitioners
around the world.
One way we are looking to celebrate is by rolling out a new EMQ
website with improved features and functionality. But we need
your help to make this happen. We have been raising funds over the
past year and are currently 2/3 of the way there. In order to make
it possible to have the new site live by October, we need to secure the
funding to finalize the build in the next few months.
Please consider helping us out. If you have benefitted from EMQ,
and would like to benefit even more, please consider giving a taxdeductible donation to our EMQ Website Development project.
With Joy in Christ,
Scott Moreau, Editor
Gary Corwin, Associate Editor

YOUR PARTNERSHIP =
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Help us build a better
EMQ website!

With improved features
& better functionality.

Two ways to give:
Go to: www.emqonline.com
to find out how to give online.
Send a check. Checks should be made out to “Billy Graham
Center.” In the memo line, indicate the gift is for “EMQ
Website Development.” Mail to: EMQ, Billy Graham Center,
Communications, PO Box 794, Wheaton, IL 60187

A stronger EMQ for the
future!
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Surmounting
Community
Honor and
Islamic Law
in Muslim
Culture
Ron Coody

M

iscommunication between Individualists
and Communalists
Mission communication with Muslims often happens
when individualist westerners speak to an audience
of hearers from communal societies. When the speaker tells the
Muslims that they can have a “personal relationship” with Jesus, the
individualistic presuppositions of such an offer sound at best odd to the
Muslim, if not threatening or frightening.

Why? Because Muslims are unaccustomed to having exclusive individual relationships. Parents have relationships with children, families have
relationships with families, in-laws
with in-laws, clans with clans, tribes
with tribes. The individual exists as a

drop in the ocean of the community.
While the Western Christian values
the freedom to think and explore and
decide, the Muslim values group solidarity. A Muslim background believer
(MBB) made this clear to me one day,
saying,

Photo by Joe Murray: www.thevisualadvocate.com

When I was young, I began reading
books, lots of books. I wanted to know the
truth, see what ideas were out there that
I didn’t know. That way, I could consider
it all and make a good decision. But my
father was very suspicious. He saw all the
books I was reading—and they weren’t
necessarily Christian books—and spoke
harshly to me, accusing me of trying to become a Christian.

To question solidarity is to question the wisdom of the ancestors, the
elders, and the teachers.

Honor of the Group
One aspect of group membership
is honor. Ascribed honor comes from
being linked to honorable people and

acquired honor through a special act
which the community values. Honor gained by the individual is not
hoarded but shared with the group.
A westerner, Christian or otherwise,
might be content to define his or
her honor with no reference to any
larger group.
Honor is more like self-esteem:
when an individual receives an honor, like an award for intellectual,
artistic, or athletic achievement, observers (even the closet friends and
family) say, “You earned it, you got,
it’s all yours.” On the other hand, a
community-oriented culture would
say, “We earned it, we got it, it’s all
ours.”

When Shame Enters

From Whence Honor?

Honor produces group cohesion.
Shame not properly managed weakens cohesion. Ascribed honor that
comes from simply belonging to a
family or clan with a good name can
be lost if a member acts wrongly. The
honor of the group depends on the
honor of the individual members.
One member can elevate the group
honor by acquiring wealth, prestige,
or bearing many sons.
The same member could shame the
group through the loss of wealth, position, or sexual chastity.
The response, as any number of
honor killings has shown, is to eliminate the shameful member as though
to amputate a gangrenous limb. If left
unmanaged, the shame will cast a pall
upon the entire group in the eyes of
neighboring groups, breaking down
relationships within and without.

In many conversations about
honor and shame cultures, one key
question goes unasked. Although it
is evident from numerous scholarly
studies that honor and shame play an
important role in many Muslim cultures, what is the source of honor and
shame? From where do codes of honor
arise? Who makes the rules of the game?
Some have tried to make a sharp
delineation between honor cultures
and law cultures. The Honor in Context Paradigm (HCP) offers a way to
identify the function of honor and law
in cultures, suggesting that these are
not separate, but interdependent. This
is critical when evaluating cultures
where Islam mixes with other cultural
mores.
At its source, honor is always the
outcome of a human fulfilling a law
or code through action, word, or state.
An honorable person lives according
to the prevailing standards of right
and wrong. The real contrast between
Eastern and Western cultures is less a
question of whether they are honorbased or law-based and more an issue
of (a) the orientation of the individual
members toward either self-autonomy
or group solidarity and (b) the difference in belief whether right and wrong
have a natural or a divine source. This
paradigm can be illustrated with an xy
graph (see Figure 1 page 141).
The question to be posed about any
Muslim context is this: What constitutes
their authority for right and wrong? The
code or law that serves as a template
for the honorable person will inevitably be assumed to have its source in either natural or divine origins. To what
degree is this law derived from Islam? To
step back even further, how much of

Shame and Alienation
With the concept of self so tightly
woven into the identity of the group,
individuals consider the prospect of
shame unthinkable. It means the loss
of identity, becoming a sort of un-human or sub-person. Some missiologists
have proposed that the Muslim’s love
of community and fear of experiencing social and psychological alienation
and isolation is far too great to consider accepting the gospel or any different
way of life.
Tim Matheny writes,
So long as the Christian missionary effort appears to be a frontal attack against
this group solidarity it will effectively oppose the progress of the Gospel. This is one
area where changes must come if there is
to be any significant response to Christ in
the Arab world. (1981, chpt. 4)
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Figure 1
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their law defining honor is derived from
earlier Judeo-Christian sources?
One question for mission among
Muslims is this, what troubles them
more, the possibility of facing isolation
from the group as a result of bringing
dishonor through failing at some point
in the social law or the possibility of suffering the judgment of a holy God upon
their sins? Another question is how to
bring a Muslim to see the difference
between the code of honor based on
natural sources and the honor that is
based on the divine law that flows out
of the character of YHWH.

The Will of Allah
The classic contrast between an
honor society and a law society sets
these systems as an antithesis of one
another where individual and group

honor—both ascribed and acquired—
is a derivative of social preferences
and law is a derivative of some sort of
objective right and wrong.
In the most basic terms, in a simple
honor society ungoverned by concepts of transcendent/divine law, the
physically or mentally strong determine what is right and wrong, what
is honorable. Might makes right. For
observers of non-theist cultures, this
makes a certain kind of sense. Societies put value on the individuals and
clans whose physical and mental powers enable them to acquire and maintain access to the limited resources in
the environment. A good relationship
with these resourceful people, called
patrons, could mean the difference
between life and death for their clients
and allies. The warrior class would
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take on a special kind of honored status as those chiefly responsible to fight
for and protect the resources.
Having arisen in seventh-century
Arabian tribal culture and exhibiting
an ongoing culture of struggle, Islam
seems like a good candidate to analyze and describe in terms of honor
and shame. But this encounters some
problems. First, as the HCP suggests,
all cultures base their sense of honor
on some kind of belief in right and
wrong, good and bad. For cultures
that honor power, the assumption is
that power is good or that the fruits of
power are good. Goodness has some
kind of objectivity to it, even if it is

a law and an open way. If Allah had so
willed. He would have made you a single
people, but (his plan is) to test you in what
he hath given you: so strive as in a race in
all virtues. The goal of you all is to Allah;
it is he that will show you the truth of the
matters in which ye dispute. (Sura 5:48)

The Sermon on the Mount
The key distinction here is not between the Muslim world as an honor
culture and the Christian world as
a law culture. Law and honor operate in both cultures. The important
distinction under consideration is
whether the individual members of a
society are oriented toward autonomy
or community, toward the self or the

All cultures base their sense of honor on

some kind of belief in right and wrong, good and
bad. For cultures that honor power, the assumption
is that power is good.

grounded only in the traditions of the
ancestors or the laws of nature. The
pursuit of honor is never completely
arbitrary to those who seek it, but it
has its own sets of rules. The challenge
is to find the rules.
Second, Islam, unlike Eastern religions that do without a transcendent
law-giver, is a strict monotheism overlapping in many ways with Judaism
and Christianity. Its authoritative texts
not only prescribe many of the same
moral and religious laws found in the
Bible, they also set down many other
laws in the sayings of Muhammed
(the Hadith) and his lifestyle (the
Sunnah). As the Qur’an says,
To each among you have we prescribed
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group. The Muslim whose identity is
inextricably linked to the group follows the will of Allah through the
public practice of prayers, giving, fasting, confession, and pilgrimage. The
public nature of these practices solidifies group identity and allows individuals to enhance their standing in the
community.
In the Sermon on the Mount Jesus
did not condemn the need for honor
and worth, because he adds the promise that “your Father who sees you will
reward you in secret.” He shifts the
individual’s focus away from drawing
honor from the community to receiving honor from God. Just as Jesus’
Jewish audience, Muslims have a sense
of divine law grounded in revelation

handed down through the prophets.
And just as the Jews, Muslims believe
it is God’s will to practice their obedience to the law before other people.
Was Jesus anti-community? Was he
advocating individualism?

The New Nature
The answer to this question has to
do with soteriology. The parable Jesus told of the Pharisee who publicly
honored himself with a litany of his
goodness and the sinner who bowed
his head in shame gives a hint to the
reason why Jesus called for change of
direction. He was saying in essence
that people can confuse the approval
of others with the approval of God.
People can confuse group approval
with divine approval.
Self-validation generates honor
that is then shared like any other resource. In a Muslim culture where the
individual defines him or herself in
terms of the community, the question
“Am I saved?” is much less important
than “Are we saved?”
If the group judges itself mostly
honorable most of the time, then it has
some ground to feel secure. Like the
Laodician church, the group has a tendency to judge itself honorable with
its wealth and status. Jesus is warning
that the only way for humans to get a
true assessment of personal honor and
innocence is if they place themselves
solely under the scrutiny of God.
If a person is constantly acting
out attempts at religious obedience
in front of others whose moral faculties and powers of judgment are just
as faulty and prone to error as one’s
own, the true self will never come into
the light. Groups that critique themselves will inevitably excuse them-

selves. By calling for people to step
away from the group into a place with
God alone, Jesus is opening the way for
conviction of sin and finding true justification and new honorable status in
the grace of God. This then puts them
into the church, where honoring God
is the goal, rather than seeking honor.

Thinking as an Individual
Descent from Adam does not impute honor and the works of the flesh
do not acquire honor. The Apostle Paul
spells out this difference of orientation
in Philippians when he says, “I was a
Hebrew of Hebrews…etc.” and concludes that he considers it all rubbish
compared to knowing Christ Jesus.
Tim Matheny says,
Most Protestant missionaries and those
of the churches of Christ have emphasized
the right of the individual to make his own
religious choices. This is not a basic Arab
conception, because (as has been noted)
Arab society and Islam do not recognize
the right of the individual to make his own
religious decisions. (Parshall 1985, chpt. 5)

These assertions are true to an extent, but there may be a deeper problem. Not only do Muslim cultures not
recognize an individual’s right to make
a decision, individuals may lack the
cognitive and spiritual resources to
make a decision even if given the right.
In other words, the problem is not
simply that individuals do not want
to lose group solidarity, as though
they can rationally think through and
choose between competing choices.
It is that they may lack the developed
faculties and inner permissions to
think through their existence apart
from the group. John Mbiti explains it
this way,
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Traditional religions are not primarily
for the individual, but for his community
of which he is a part….To be human is to
belong to the whole community, and to do
so involves participating in the beliefs, ceremonies, rituals and festivals of that community. A person cannot detach himself
from the religion of his group, for to do
so is to be severed from his roots, his foundation, his context of security, his kinships
and the entire group of those who make
him aware of his own existence. To be without one of these corporate elements of life
is to be out of the whole picture. (1970, 3)

The Inner World of Dreams
Is this one reason why dreams
and visions are so catalytic in Muslims coming to faith in Jesus Christ?
During the conscious waking hours,
the individual is constantly gauging
thoughts and behaviors in relation to
the community. But fewer places are
more private than the inner recesses
of the mind’s dream world.
When Jesus, the man in white,
shows up in this inner dream world,
he bypasses the normal conscious
and sub-conscious thought processes
that blur the boundary between the
self and the community. For the first
time the Muslim recognizes the self
as it stands in relation to God, free
from the faulty community filters
that soften the appearance of guilt
and dishonor. In the private dream
world, a true awakening occurs to see
the real problem of sin and that enables the individual real solution of
Jesus’ goodness.

The Mustard Seed
and Muslim Soil
Workers plant the mustard seed of
the gospel into Muslim soil. How can
it take root in hearts unaccustomed
to considering anything outside of
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community-sanctioned experiences?
Can something more be done? Phil
Parshall writes,
We should, however, be committed to
reducing every unnecessary hindrance, both
sociological and theological, to the Muslim
becoming a follower of Christ. My postulate
is that we can do a much better job of evangelism among the Sons of Ishmael than we
have in the past. (1985, chpt. 5)

Valerie Hoffman suggests that part
of the answer lies in the basic family
units that make up the larger society:
Although we do not deny that Christ
calls us each to individually follow him,
the individualism of our culture may cause
our evangelistic methods to be ill-adapted
to Muslim culture. “Household evangelism
respects the integrity of the home, moving
with and not against the social unit created by God” (Hulbert 1978:175). Isn’t this
a biblical response to the problem of social
ostracism? (1979, 581-593)

Closing Thoughts
For Muslims, the ever-present, allimportant community elicits their devotion and arouses their admiration.
But this does not mean that Islamic
cultures are only based on localized
codes of honor and shame. The community gives or withholds its favors
based on the law of Islam. This creates huge barriers for the gospel and
church planting in Muslim societies.
First, Muslims can confuse the approval of the community with the approval of God, making it difficult to
confront Muslims with the biblical
standard of God’s holiness. Second,
communalism in Islam makes it very
difficult for individuals to think independently of the group, the ancestors,
the elders, and the teachers. Church
planters must reckon with the prob-

lem of how to stimulate the Muslims
to think intentionally, critically, and
creatively outside the boundaries put
down by the community.
Church planting among Muslims
can only proceed when people awaken in their minds and hearts to step
back from the local and Islamic honor
codes and see their identity as it becomes visible in the light of God.
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o fail to see that my friend is Japanese American
is to deny her full humanity, or the importance of
her history and culture. Yet without this interview
as a bridge, I never would have been bold enough to
ask her for her story,” Megan observed.

As part of a graduate course at Seattle Pacific Seminary called “Asian American Theology,” Megan and other students interviewed Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, and Filipino Christians in Seattle. We were seeking theology
at the grassroots level, beyond scholarly readings. We talked with men and
women spanning several denominations and immigrant generations. All were
mature Christians with well-developed social networks. What follows are a few
glimpses into their worlds. The statements selected here represent recurring
themes from the interviews. While highly preliminary, we hope this research
may encourage future investigations.

Adopted into the Family
“What scripture texts are significant for you as an Asian-American?” we asked.
One person shared that, “The first thing that comes to mind is the fact that
salvation came to the Jews, but Gentiles were grafted into that. And it is okay
to be grafted in.” Another added: “I understand adoption into God’s family
better, largely because immigrants are adopted into a new culture. I felt this
way coming to America and having to adapt and be adopted by another society.” Yet another explained, “I identify with Luke because he was a Gentile,

and Gentiles are accepted into God’s
family because Christianity is accepting of people.”
Related scripture texts mentioned
were the story of Ruth; Jesus’ stories
of marginal people like the good Samaritan, the woman at the well, and
the woman with a flow of blood; Galatians 3:28: “There is neither Jew nor
Greek…but all are one in Christ”;
and Peter’s “aliens and strangers,”
now part of the true chosen people.
Matthew and the Book of Acts
were treasured because in these books
Christ commands his disciples to go
to the ends of the earth. “I feel a long
way from Jerusalem. My family is
Japanese and the first one became a
Christian in 1987. As the gospel expands, I am on one of the outer rings.
And that is where the gospel is going
forward now.” Coming from a different angle, another person mused,
“It is a little hard to think that God’s
chosen people were in the Middle
East and yet at that time the most advanced civilizations were probably
in China and South America.” This
shows God’s sovereignty and grace,
he concluded.

Exodus and Exile
Yet the sense of displacement, “going out from the secure place,” was
deep. “For us, it’s the Pacific Ocean
rather than the Red Sea, flying across
the ocean instead of walking on the
ocean floor,” said one person. Another said, “We often feel like we are in
exile. When you talk to an Asian, he
or she will talk about home as somewhere in Asia. Even three or four generations in, most know where their
roots lie. Most African-Americans
have no idea. Their home is America.
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They don’t refer back to the country
of their ancestors. We do.”
However, the “exilic identity” is
complex, said one person,
…in that we are neither Asians nor
Americans. There is always a kind of sense
of belonging nowhere, being a resident
alien really. We live in America, but we
don’t fully belong. My generation in particular (under age 35) wants to push against
our exilic identity because it is so difficult
and uncomfortable. We want to create our
own nation in a sense, and just kind of
congregate with people like ourselves to
the exclusion of others. But I think that is
the wrong approach. That robs the AsianAmerican experience of its theological value. The true beauty of our experience is its
ability to testify to the importance of exilic
identity. I think that exilic experience has a
lot to teach the church at large.

White Privilege
A caveat is in order. Some AsianAmericans will bristle, “That’s not
me!” as they read this. When the Pew
Research Center published findings on
Asian-Americans in 2012, a backlash
erupted. This research claimed that
Asian-Americans were the fast-growing,
happiest, most educated, most driven,
wealthiest, and most family-oriented
of any ethnic group in the U.S., including Caucasians. Forty-nine percent
held a bachelor’s degree, compared
with twenty-eight percent of the general population. The median income
of Asian-American households was
$66,000, compared to the general U.S.
population median of $49,800.
But according to Asian-American
critics, this report represented neither
the diversity, nor the pain in their
communities. Historic racial abuse,
contemporary stereotyping, and continuing “white privilege” complacent-

ly exercised from positions of power
all exacerbated the angst.
Each group has its own history,
and most include oppression. Take
the Chinese. More than five thousand
people labored and many died while
building the transcontinental railroad.
When it was completed, the Chinese
were expendable. In 1882, the Chinese
Exclusion Act was passed. In 1886,
nearly all the Chinese were thrown out
of Seattle. Citizens rounded them up,
put them on ships, and sent them to
San Francisco and other ports. Similar
programs erupted elsewhere. Laws restricted citizenship, land-owning, and

shipping outside of U.S. culture and
remember it doesn’t belong to the
Americans.”
“Actually, the Bible was written
mostly in Asia,” another observed.
“I have never seen us try to find a
Jesus that didn’t look Anglo…I would
love to see us try to find other expressions of God in Christ, so that Christ
isn’t always this white bearded guy,”
said another. Yet another: “We have
seen so much hardship. We are in
good shape now, but we saw previous
generations struggle. We live in the
hope that Christ will resolve the past.”

How painful when Christianity
always seems to somehow belong to white people
or Western folks.
interracial marriage. The latter limitation contributed to the extensive development of brothels.
Or take the Japanese. Our interviewees found that many older Japanese do not speak about the World
War II internment camp experience
even to their children. It was shameful. Some were taken directly from
nice homes and prosperous businesses to live in horse stalls at the Washington state fairgrounds.
How painful, then, when “Christianity always seems to somehow belong to white people or Western folks.
It doesn’t feel like it is completely
ours unless we fully embrace Western culture and ignore our own.” This
respondent continued, “Sometimes
when I go to Mexico for vacation or
mission, it’s neat to see people wor-

God and Family
How do Asian-American family
and social structures reflect Christian
values? And how does the Christian
faith critique these patterns?
“Any time you want to explain
something theological, you put it into terms of family. Even the Trinity is
easy-ish to understand because it is a
family relationship….You probably
grew up with the extended family in
your home, you are very comfortable
with people of different generations in
both family and church.” Grandma’s
birthday may be the biggest celebration. Overall, the respondents found
emphasis on family, community, and
respect for elders to be biblical, contrasting this with perceived general
American concern for “my rights and
what I deserve, versus looking for
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ways to lay down my rights and privileges for the sake of another.” Family matters. “The most difficult part of
the Christian faith is that one’s ancestors will not be in heaven.”
Although young adults bend over
backward to make sure that older folk
are taken care of, “we are apprehensive about their unspoken expectation that they’ll move in with us when
they’re older. The American side of
our identity craves independence and
doesn’t want to have them cramp our
style.”
And sometimes it is hard to envision God as Abba, Daddy. Their own
fathers may have acted like dictators.
“We may need to add to our repertoire of images for God.”

Career Choice Is a
Hot Button Issue
Reconciling Asian and American
values hits hard in the second generation. Career choice is a hot button issue. One person shared,
Our parents worked so hard to make
a life for us. They moved to America with
that dream. A lot of them had degrees and
education but they opened up dry cleaners and worked long hours for the sake of
their children. For a child to just say, “Oh,
I want to be an artist or a musician!”—
that messes with the dream.

Another said, “You don’t have a
choice. You have to be a doctor so you
can take care of me,” the parent may
say.” John, a seminary student, added:
My grandpa was a chef in Chinatown
for forty years, and if you know anything
about chefs in Chinatown, they work inhumane hours. Every day. Even Christmas. It doesn’t matter if there is a blizzard
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outside. For some reason, Chinese restaurants are always open. My grandma
was a seamstress. Somehow they bought
a house. Every single one of the children
became engineers. Now the next generation is becoming engineers. I am kind of
the weird one.

Asian families tend to be frugal,
but actively circulate money through
the family. “Growing up, my parents
didn’t have a budget, but they never
overspent. They have never been in
debt,” said a Japanese student. He
continued:
When I was in high school, my dad
got me started investing in stocks. When I
went to college, my grandparents gave me
money that I didn’t need because I had
scholarships. They never spent money on
themselves. My dad said when he discovered in college that you could put more
than one slice of meat on a sandwich, it
was a total paradigm shift. Now our family is sitting on a lot of money, because we
never spent.

“Once money enters the family, it
just kind of flows back and forth between everyone,” said a Chinese student. This flow is international for
Filipinos, who work hard in order to
send money back to relatives in Asia.
Yet money can be an idol. “There is
a lot of showboating,” explained one
person. Some thought this intensified
when American values replaced Asian
traditions, skewing both economic and relational values. “American
culture is thriving, but in the wrong
direction. It seems like the media is
pushing our youth to embrace things
that would not glorify God….Love in
American culture is focused on the
wrong kind of love.”

Education: The Only Way
You Can Make It
One person shared,
My dad always told me when I was
growing up, “You don’t have the family connections that Americans have, you
don’t have the financial resources, and we
can’t teach you what you need to know.
So you need to go and learn it at school.”
My father always told me that was my only
way to make it in America.

“You can’t get the land, but you
can get the degree”: That was the
motto when land-ownership was restricted. One person shared, “There
has always been the expectation that
we are going to be among the elite in
education.” However, when there is
conflict between school and church
for money, time, or status, the church
tends to lose out. One person said,
Pursuing knowledge as a value is something that is encouraged in both Asian culture and Christian faith. Loving God with
our minds is important. Yet Paul reminds
us that God has chosen the foolish to confound the wise. We must be clear on what
is most important and pursue it in a balanced way.

Does Confucius Matter?
Most interviewees didn’t know
much about Asian religions or how
these might connect with their Christian faith, and didn’t care. Weddings,
funerals, parties, and other celebrations are valued because they reinforce the family and the community.
These are the times you get together
with good food, gala color, and joyful noise. Yet few respondents had
thought about how to integrate their
faith with the celebrations. If they
tried at all, the effort had a negative

tone as they attempted to avoid syncretism in areas like ancestor worship.
A few observed that Confucius
taught the value of honest, diligent
work, as the book of Proverbs does.
Taoism teaches balance, moderation,
and self-control. Buddhism reminds
us that suffering is pervasive, and calls
us to slow down from our fast-paced
American life. One Japanese pastor
said these religions raise important
questions:
The theological themes of emptying,
total sacrifice, and endurance should be
big, given Asian suffering, the Buddhist
emphases, the Pietist missionaries, and
Japanese values. They probably were big
a generation or two ago. But it’s harder
when the church parking lot is full of Mercedes and BMWs.

Only one person could connect an
Asian story or proverb with the Christian faith. In the story, a teacher walked
into a pond. A student followed. Suddenly, the teacher grabbed his student and held him under water while
the young man thrashed. “When you
want truth as much as you want air to
breathe, you’ll find it,” counseled the
teacher. This illustrates Jeremiah 29:13:
“You shall seek me, and find me, when
you search for me with all your heart.”
The proverb “You can cover your eyes,
but the sky is still there” illustrates the
omnipresence of God.

For Shame
Whether acknowledged or not,
Confucianism strongly affects attitudes toward community, work, and
education. And Confucianism crashes into grace.
For Chinese: “Grace is a tough
concept. The idea of receiving someEMQ April 2014 153

thing for nothing is difficult for many
Chinese-Americans. We are dutiful
Christians, but we often have trouble
accepting the emotional ‘heart’ side
of a relationship with God.”
For Koreans: “Grasping the idea
that Christ loves them, that the Christian faith is not about duty and works,
but is an expression of God’s love for
us and God’s power working through
us—this is the most difficult part of
the faith for young Koreans.”

Others minister to the elderly. “In
the 1980s, my mom spearheaded the
first Japanese nursing home in Seattle,” said one. Others have created
Mandarin-language worship services
for restaurant workers. These are not
on Sunday, because that is the workers’
busy day. Still others focus on mainland Chinese who will return to high
positions. Most support mission work
in Asia, and some are directly involved.
But the insularity of Asian-Ameri-

Grace is a tough concept.
The idea of receiving something for nothing
is difficult for many Chinese-Americans.
For all: “The doctrine of the Holy
Spirit is not emphasized (outside of
Pentecostal churches) because our
community sees ourselves as being
fully capable of pulling ourselves up.
It is hard for us to imagine a need for
the Holy Spirit. We like to think of
ourselves as being in control.”
But when we fall short, as inevitably we do, shame and self-loathing
may recur, followed by cover-ups to
save face. “We need teaching about
false humility, passive aggression,
openness/transparency, and speaking
up,” said one person.

Reaching Out
Through university fellowships, students reach out. “Asian-Americans who
are not Christians will have a hard time
hearing and receiving the gospel message from a white person, or a black
person, or a Latino person. It is just
much easier to hear it from another
Asian-American,” shared one person.
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can fellowships is critiqued. “We are
an Asian -American church,” said one
respondent, who then added:
What that means is that we don’t have
white people here, we don’t have black
people here, we don’t have Latino people
here. And part of what it means is that we
don’t have poor people here. There are a
lot of Asian-Americans who are poor, but
they don’t come here. They are part of
purely immigrant churches. I wish that as
a community we could rid ourselves of the
bad parts of the American dream and begin to do a better job of loving our neighbor. We see our faith as therapeutic, faith
for our own good. We don’t see our faith
as compelling us to be part of God’s redemptive work in the world.

Another commented:
I don’t know very many Asian-Americans who value their Asian-American heritage and are also integrated with other
churches. It is either the Japanese church,
the Chinese church, the Korean church,
the Filipino church, or it is, “Oh, I forgot

I was Asian.” It seems like it is all one or
the other, either completely defined by
our ethnic heritage or completely forgetting it. It is rarely leveraging it.

“In many areas, we have been content with being left alone and creating
a name for ourselves,” another said,
who added:
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I would rather the energy be spent in
using our influence and natural ability to
bring churches and people together. As a
people who are not part of the dominant
culture, but are in many cases accepted as
such, I would love to see Asians play the
role of reconciler between cultures for the
glory of God.

Ask for the Story
“Ask for the story.” Those were Megan’s words at the beginning of this
article. Our class wanted to learn how
Asian-Americans think theologically,
so we went out and asked them questions that applied Christian worldview to aspects of daily life—work,
education, family. Vague questions
yield vague answers. We worked hard
to develop sharply focused questions.
New insights emerged. Now we have
new points to ponder regarding AsianAmericans’ theologies, their pain, and
their potential, expressed in their own
words.
Miriam Adeney is author
of Kingdom without Borders, Daughters of Islam,
and God’s Foreign Policy:
Practical Ways to Help
the World’s Poor. Miriam
conducts Writing for Publication workshops on five continents. Boon
Chayavichitsilp, Jodi Gatlin, Jennifer
Gebhart, Megan Hamshar, and Kevin
Moxon are graduate students at Seattle Pacific Seminary who contributed to this article.
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Millennials
Demystifying
and Unleashing
a Generation
Jim Raymo
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or over thirty years I have worked alongside, trained, led,
and learned from younger people in Europe, Australia,
Canada, and the USA. I have been inspired, bewildered,
amused, and frustrated (as I am certain they have been with me!)
by their challenging contributions. Along this journey, I have sought
to understand and respond intelligently to generational differences,
particularly in the context of cross-cultural ministry.
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While participating in a doctoral
study program, I decided to further
investigate millennials, looking for
answers to questions I encountered
while serving as USA director for
WEC International. How will this
younger generation of Christians respond to dangers that seem pervasive
in light of the biblical mandate to go
to all nations with the teachings and
life of Jesus? Will fear and an overwhelming desire for safety rule their
choices? Will protecting family, job
security, advanced health care, and
retirement funds be seen as necessary
insurance for a future without pain?
Will disturbing challenges be seen as
opportunities for the Church to demonstrate its core ethos and sacrificial

that award, but they always cheered
for the teammate who did.
Years later, when one of our younger boys played his first sport and received his award on the last day, I
looked down and swelled with pride:
he held the “Most Valuable Player”
trophy! I began to congratulate him,
but then I heard another dad nearby
congratulating his son on earning the
“Most Valuable Player” trophy. As I
glanced around I saw that every child
was holding an MVP trophy. Millennials have grown up shielded from
failure and hurt feelings.
Studies of millennials, born between 1982 and 2000, do not show
all negative characteristics, but instead
reveal a mixed bag of strengths, weak-

Leaders and older workers who do not

listen to a new person's insights and perspectives end
up with a disgruntled worker and missed opportunities
to view the work through fresh eyes.
roots, or as difficulties to be avoided?
One of the first elements of the
millennial subculture that jumps out
is a “me first” ethos, accompanied by
expectations for success and being
rewarded simply for being involved.
My wife and I have seven children.
When our first three children were
young and began participating in
team sports, trophies were handed
out at the end of the season. Some
were labeled “Most Improved,” others “Hardest Worker” or “Best Sport,”
etc. Finally, the coveted “Most Valuable Player” trophy would be presented. To their disappointment and
mine, none of my kids ever received
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nesses, and idiosyncrasies. Millennials
seem to recognize their own negative
inclinations: “A Harris Interactive poll
found that 21 to 31-year-olds were voted the most greedy and self-indulgent
even by the twenty-somethings themselves, who were actually more likely
than the older generations to agree
that the young generation had these
narcissistic tendencies” (Twenge and
Campbell 2009, 34).
Generational experts Neil Howe
and William Strauss take a more positive view of this generation, claiming,
Millennials are reversing the long-term
direction of change—the delta of history.

Today’s kids are doing this so dramatically
that, as a group, they are behaving better
than their parents did as kids—and better than many of the parents (or leaders)
behave even now, as adults. And they are
doing it against a demoralizing riptide of
negative examples from many of the same
adults who lecture them so fiercely. (2000,
17-18)

Undoubtedly, we make generalizations when we speak of any generation. There will always be individual
differences, but my experience confirms what sociologists report: generational differences are real and may
be observed in a variety of social encounters.

What Not to Do when
Working with Millennials
In light of my research and work
with millennials, I have concluded
that when it comes to inviting and integrating them into our organizations
and churches, we need to be aware of
the following deal breakers:
1. An unwillingness to consider
the young worker’s ministry aspirations. Young workers typically enter ministry with a rather extensive
background of study, short-term team
experience, and practical preparation.
Their hearts and heads are filled with
dreams of what they can do for Jesus
and the kingdom. Often, their notions may be unrealistic, but one of
the worst responses is for a leader to
outright negate their aspirations or
to indicate a bored unwillingness to
even consider their thoughts.
2. A distorted presentation of
the ministry’s strengths or successes. This generation can be skeptical of
unwarranted claims and would much
prefer to hear a realistic overview of

the “good, bad, and ugly.” Anything
less may send them packing, looking
for other organizations that recognize
and communicate both strengths and
weaknesses. Similarly, an individual
should not appear to give a less than
honest description of his or her work.
Undoubtedly, there have been both
mountaintop and valley experiences
in everyone’s personal history. Sharing these honestly can be a catalyst to
draw millennials closer.
3. Instruction rather than stories. Lectures, vision statements, and
statistics are boring. Millennials love
and are motivated by meaningful narratives of others’ journeys and God’s
faithfulness. Mission history embedded in personal stories can be inspiring to a young person. Hearing or
reading of an experienced missionary’s anxieties and fears, and of God’s
faithfulness and provision over the
years, can aid in growth and commitment, as well as in explaining the organization’s growth and vision.
4. Second-class treatment. Aretha
Franklin sang it, and young workers
want it: “Respect.” When treated condescendingly, or when older workers
demonstrate or imply patronizing superiority, millennials react negatively.
They expect to be treated as full members of their new organizational family. Leaders are on solid biblical ground
when they take to heart Jesus’ words:
“Don’t let anyone call you ‘Rabbi,’ for
you have only one teacher, and all of
you are equal as brothers and sisters”
(Matt. 23:8).
5. Lack of opportunity and scope
for worship. This generation loves to
worship; it’s a major source of strength
and vitality for them. They can benefit
from education on the content and
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meaningfulness of historic hymns,
but will struggle if “old” is the exclusive worship style of a mission. Older
members may not completely appreciate millennial music, but nonetheless should give the younger people
opportunity to share in leading worship. This will give them a tangible expression of respect and appreciation.
Significant time should be carved out
within mission activities, meetings,
and conferences to allow for a variety
of worship styles.
6. Immediate demand for longterm commitment. Earlier generations of Christian workers tended
to make life-long commitments to a
ministry career. Not so with millenni-

three-year segments. When it is time
to consider further service with the
organization, they are likely to ask
questions such as: “Is my contribution meaningful and appreciated? Do
I sense confirmation from the Lord
to continue?” To pressure them for
a deeper or longer commitment may
result in either a premature decision
to leave or a half-hearted agreement
to continue.
7. Authoritarian leaders. Millennials have “no time for sergeants.”
Older generations may have gone out
to the field under a fairly tight regime
that demanded much of new recruits.
The expectation was immediate obedience in a somewhat military style:

Although millennials make commitments in

steps, after a few years they may look back and realize
with surprise that they've ended up spending a longer
term in ministry than originally envisioned.
als. Their attitudes and the short-term
revolution have altered the landscape,
although veteran missionaries may
scoff. Of course it is true that much
of the work of missions cannot be
accomplished in the short term, (including Bible translation, language
learning, evangelism, discipleship,
and church-planting among resistant
people groups).
Although millennials make commitments in steps, after a few years
they may look back and realize with
surprise that they’ve ended up spending a longer term in a ministry than
originally envisioned. Initially, they
will often commit to at most two or
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“Yours is not to question why, yours is
just to do or die.” Senior workers are
sometimes appalled at being asked to
give reasons for why things are done
a certain way.
Although millennials want to
learn from those with more experience, they learn best in an atmosphere that encourages them to ask
questions. Leaders and older workers
who do not listen to a new person’s
insights and perspectives end up with
a disgruntled worker and miss opportunities to view the work through
fresh eyes. Not all ideas from any generation are valid, but it is critical to
maintain an environment of mutual

learning and openness to new ideas
and genuine concerns. One of my students agreed and wrote me,
Yep, that’s true of me. My mom and I
used to get in pretty deep arguments because I wouldn’t stop asking “Why?” I
wanted to know! I wanted to understand.
I wanted to challenge ideas and opinions
in order to reach a better conclusion, a better method, a better outcome. Though I
strove to treat all authorities in my life with
kindness and respect, the teachers I loved
the most were those who treated me like
a young woman with a heart and a brain.
Not an underling. They were authentic because they valued me as a teammate and
a rational, caring, capable human. I think
rather than seeing me as a child, they saw
me as a young woman on her way to maturity, and they were helping me get there.

Recommendations for
Successful Integration
of this Generation
Let me first share a tip with millennials: Be aware that criticism of more
senior workers can make them defensive and put them on edge. New culture and language learners need to attempt to phrase their misgivings in the
form of questions, not critiques. Some
ministry operations may seem archaic,
but they nonetheless have an important cultural history that, if neglected,
could set back the work of God’s kingdom. Millennial appreciation for being heard needs to work both ways,
and “being a learner” applies not only
to national cultures, but to mission
and team cultures as well.
Let me now share eight suggestions for ministry leaders and teams
working with millennials.
1. Initiate conversations with
young workers to learn how to integrate them into ministry teams.

It is helpful if the team expresses a
desire to understand the new workers. Studying this generation doesn’t
eliminate the need to invite direct
personal input from its members.
2. Coach and counsel, not criticize and rebuke. Find out what is
behind the young worker’s comments
or actions. For instance, his or her demand for speed related to technology
in the operation of the field is not a
sign of laziness: utilizing the latest
electronic tools is simply an efficiency
issue for them. Discussion with new
workers should include positive and
negative, as well as always attempting to address the need for change by
including their input. “What do you
think could be done differently in
the future?” is more effective than a
lecture on what they’ve done wrong.
Asking about what they think is working well and what is not, taking their
comments seriously, and recognizing
that they have fresh and insightful
eyes and ears as they enter a new team
or culture is helpful.
Their observations are not always
wise or appropriate, but some could
be useful to a team locked in the tyranny of tradition. Being heard means
a great deal to a new worker. Wise
leadership will attempt to draw out a
worker’s thinking and heart leanings.
This should be done frequently, and
where possible through informal discussion over meals or coffee/tea rather than having the young member
make a formal, office appointment.
3. Communicate the goal of
church planting in line with millennial ministry aspirations. To respond to the reluctance of this young
generation to engage in church planting, leaders should consider how the
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theological and practical elements of
planting churches line up with the
longings of millennials for meaningful contributions to others.
It is possible the influence of postmodernism has influenced these
younger workers to view churches as
religious clubs with rules that marginalize outsiders and restrict insiders. They love Jesus, but are not always
sure about the church. If the true nature of the church can be communicated to them along the lines of building
a community of people who love and
follow Jesus and care for each other as
his body, millennials may be quicker
to embrace church planting.
4. Consult with younger mobilizers to gain insight into what
works when talking with this
generation. Those who speak the
language of millennials (e.g., The
Traveling Team and SVM2) can help
traditional agencies with style and approaches that are appealing to them.
When younger aspiring missionaries
are engaged and feel free to ask questions or express opinions without being judged or thought unspiritual,
then they relax and begin to feel connected. A deepening bond is created
when prayer and honest concern for
them are part of an encounter.
5. Be open to the possibility of pre-formed teams. Increasingly, millennials are interested in
joining an organization as part of a
pre-formed team. They may have developed friendships during college or
on short-term mission trips and want
to work together. Organizations may
be hesitant about this kind of arrangement or feel that if this is encouraged,
then new workers may not fully integrate with members of the existing
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team or field. The end result might be
a team within a team. I’ve found that
if reasons are shared respectfully with
new workers, they usually understand. If the young workers’ appreciation for collaborative efforts on the
field are informed (not imposed, but
offered as counsel) by the wisdom of
more senior workers, then flexibility
on everyone’s part result in a “win/
win” situation.
6. Work toward building multicultural/multiethnic teams. This
generation loves diversity of thought
and culture, which dovetails with the
growing ministry trend toward multicultural international teams. Multiethnic teams provide a picture of the
whole Body of Christ and refute the
assumption that Christianity is a Western, white man’s religion. Millennials
are willing to undergo the struggles of
misunderstood communication, and
cultural mistakes and adjustments, to
be part of a diverse team.
7. Include parents in the process.
For some millennials, parents are not
only their closest friends, but also their
most trusted confidants. They should
be factored into the process of integrating the young people into a ministry organization, particularly if the
applicant wants this. Authorities need
to reject the feeling that parents are adversaries in the process. Leaders can assist parents in seeing both the biblical
mandate to the Church to “go,” and
the promise of God to be with their
children wherever they are.
Young people who sense a “calling” from the Lord will experience
real anxiety if hindered from fulfilling that call by nervous parents
whom they love and respect. Leading from God can provide a strong

undercurrent of confidence to move
forward into the unknown, even if
parents misunderstand or object. But
this generation certainly would prefer parents to bless and be part of the
ministry pilgrimage.
8. Help new workers to find a
productive niche in the ministry.
Effective work by the younger generation is related to current interests and
passion. They want to be fully committed to their chosen task. Leaders
will want to ensure that they are engaged in the best possible dynamic
mix of the ministry’s goals and the
workers’ vision, and to regularly make
informal inquiries into the worker’s
attitudes. Although any worker may
at times need to temporarily fill a
critical, though personally unsatisfying, role on the team, leaders should
attempt to limit these periods as
much as possible. They should help
the worker understand how necessary
this is for the adequate functioning of
the team as a whole.
As this generation joins the ministry team and begins to offer ideas for
change, where possible, new workers
should be invited to undertake challenging activities in line with their
concerns. For example, one new missionary demonstrated a particular gift
in languages. This young lady was
critical of the early mentoring given
to her and other new arrivals on the
field. She felt they were patronized
and “spoon-fed” in culture and language adaptation.
After her first year on the field,
the team leaders took a risk and decided to put this worker in charge of
the language learning process for new
missionaries, with a senior worker re-

sponsible for oversight. This resulted in
a successful language adaptation program and a satisfying ministry for the
young missionary. New arrivals felt understood by one of their own and were
more comfortable during the stressful
stage of learning the language.

A Final Thought
In order to be successful, these suggestions must be overlaid with a genuine appreciation for the new young
worker, both his or her person and
contribution. Millennials have acute
“baloney detectors” and will withdraw
from anyone trying to control them
with flattering, disingenuous speech.
But when they believe leaders have
their best interest at heart and demonstrate a humble commitment to Jesus, their hearts will connect with us.
They want to walk and work alongside others, including seniors with
ministry experience who continue to
be learners along with their younger
colleagues. Risking, winning, failing,
and growing along with the millennials can result in a staggering blessing
for the advance of God’s kingdom.
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A Closer Look
at Adult Children
of the Mentally Ill
in Missions
Vicki Hornung Reyes

T

hey did not even have a name until
1989. This was when My Parent’s Keeper: Adult
Children of the Mentally Ill was scheduled to be
published. California psychotherapist Eva Marian
Brown had finally given an identity to this scantily-researched group who had grown up “with a
parent suffering from a serious psychological impairment that profoundly affected the functioning
of both the parent and the family” (Brown 1989,
xiii). As indicated by her website homepage, www.
adultchildrenofthementallyill.com, Brown also crafted the corresponding acronym, ACMI.

A mental illness
is a medical
condition that
disrupts a person’s
thinking,
feeling,
mood,
ability
to relate
to others,
and daily
functioning...

Unfortunately, the term “mental
illness” made her book distributors
uncomfortable. Brown reluctantly
changed the subtitle to the more palatable Adult Children of the Emotionally
Disturbed. Twenty-three years later the
term “mentally ill” still makes most
people uncomfortable.
According to licensed mental
health professional Steve Edlin, director of the counseling office at The
Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM),
“In my experience doing assessments
of new candidates, more and more are
coming from dysfunctional families”
(2012, personal email). According to
Edlin, an informal estimate is that
over fifty percent of new candidates
were raised by one or more dysfunctional parents.
While on staff at Link Care Center,
Tim Boyd and Brent Lindquist concurred that “a disproportionate number of those going into missions come
from wounded backgrounds and often
have a strong desire to rescue or help
others” (Boyd and Lindquist n.d.).
These missionaries may have been
children of divorce or of a single parent
home. One or both parents may have
had an addiction or may have suffered
from some form of mental illness such
as chronic depression, schizophrenia,
or bipolar disorder. Sometimes, missionary applicants have expressed that
a parent had “something wrong” but
had never been formally evaluated.
How do adult children of the mentally ill react in cross-cultural settings?
Although it takes effort to uncover research about other types of adult children involved in missionary service
(such as adult children of alcoholics),
it is extremely difficult to find any specific research on adult children of the
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mentally ill in a cross-cultural situation.
Unfortunately, there has not been
much written about ACMIs at all. Victoria Segunda, author of When Madness Comes Home, laments,
The lay literature is top-heavy with
books about the problems of parents of the
mentally ill. To the extent that the needs of
offspring and siblings are also addressed,
generally it’s in the context of their usefulness as adjuncts to the family-as-treatment
team. (1990, 7)

This still seems to be true over
twenty years later. In Growing Up with
a Schizophrenic Mother, the authors observe, “The fact that relatively little has
been written about children reared by
women with this severe psychotic disorder suggests that we members of the
mental health community have been
averting our eyes for far too long”
(Brown and Roberts 2000, 1).
More commonly, adult children
and siblings of the mentally ill have
ventured to share their personal stories themselves in spite of the stigmas.
“It’s time to bring madness, its stories
and its legacies out of the social shadow. It’s time society faced its unseen
and unwanted parts. We are all part
of the social body,” states Catherine
E. Camden-Pratt in her dissertation
(2006, 2).

What Characterizes
a Mental Illness?
“Mental illness” is the term used by
medical professionals. The National
Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI)
states,
A mental illness is a medical condition
that disrupts a person’s thinking, feeling,

mood, ability to relate to others and daily
functioning...Serious mental illnesses include major depression, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), panic disorder, posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) and borderline personality disorder. (2013)

Most of the available literature
about ACMIs focuses on adults whose
parent has suffered from schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or major depression. The following are lay descriptions and relevant information
about these three mental illnesses. For
a professional explanation of these
disorders, refer to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM) used by medical professionals in the United States or the World
Health Organization (WHO) International Classification of Diseases.
About 2.4 million Americans, or
1.1% of the adult population, live with
schizophrenia (NAMI 2013). The
Mayo Clinic website states,
Schizophrenia is a group of severe
brain disorders in which people interpret
reality abnormally. Schizophrenia may
result in some combination of hallucinations, delusions, and disordered thinking
and behavior. Contrary to some popular
belief, schizophrenia isn’t split personality
or multiple personality. (2013)

The genetic risks have been studied since the 1960s. “If a parent has
schizophrenia, the chance for a child
to have the disorder is 10 to 15 percent. Risks increase with multiple affected family members” (University of
Rochester Medical Center 2013).
Bipolar disorder affects 5.7 million American adults, approximately
2.6% of the adult population (NAMI
2013). The NAMI describes the condition this way:

Bipolar disorder is a chronic illness
with recurring episodes of mania and
depression that can last from one day to
months. This mental illness causes unusual and dramatic shifts in mood, energy
and the ability to think clearly. Cycles of
high (manic) and low (depressive) moods
may follow an irregular pattern that differs
from the typical ups and downs experienced by most people. (2013)

Diagnosing bipolar disorder is not
always easy. As his Johns Hopkins
professor advised Francis Mondimore,
“When you can’t figure out what the
patient has, he or she probably has bipolar disorder” (Mondimore 2006, 1).
Major depressive disorder affects
6.7% of adults, or about 14.8 million
American adults (NAMI 2013). According to NAMI:
Major depression is a mood state that
goes well beyond temporarily feeling sad
or blue. It is a serious medical illness that
affects one’s thoughts, feelings, behavior,
mood and physical health. Depression is
a life-long condition in which periods of
wellness alternate with recurrences of illness.” (2013)

Offspring of the severely depressed
also seem to be very prone to depression, as well as other serious mental
illnesses, according to a longitudinal
study done by Marian Radke Yarrow
and fellow researchers (Radke-Yarrow
1998, 192). A more recent study had
similar findings:
Those with at least one depressed parent had about a threefold higher risk
for developing mood disorders (mostly
major depressive disorder) and anxiety
disorders (mostly phobias), more than
twofold greater risk for alcohol dependence, and sixfold greater risk for drug dependence. (Weissman et al. 2006)
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Characteristics of Adult
Children of the Mentally Ill
Every son and daughter of the
mentally ill has been affected in one
form or another. Psychotherapist Julie
Tallard Johnson notes, “Every family
member is damaged by the family’s
inability to cope effectively with the
mental illness” (1988, 4). While ACMIs share many problems with the
offspring of different types of dysfunctional parents, they also “have had a
set of experiences which is unique to
them as a group,” declares Eva Marian
Brown (1989, xiii).
#1: They often have painfully
low self-esteem and feelings of unworthiness. When adult children of
schizophrenics were compared to a
matching control group in a recent

abuse. In many cases, the mentally ill
are very cruel to their children. Many
victims of mental illness act out violent delusions and threaten their
families (Johnson 1988, 16). Some
children may even suffer from “posttraumatic stress disorder,” having
suffered prolonged, terrifying experiences (Segunda 1997, 280). The
Mayo Clinic defines post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) as a “mental
health condition that’s triggered by
a terrifying event. Symptoms may include flashbacks, nightmares and severe anxiety, as well as uncontrollable
thoughts about the event” (2013).
The website adds, “One of the risk
factors is having first-degree relatives with mental health problems…
Women may be at increased risk of

While ACMIs share many problems with the
offspring of different types of dysfunctional parents,
they also “have had a set of experiences which is
unique to them as a group.”
study, the first group had a “significantly poorer self-concept compared
to the control group” (Manjula and
Raguram 2009). Segunda observes,
“Schizophrenic mothers... have difficulty in responding emotionally to
their offspring... Depressed mothers
tend to experience more friction with
their children and judge them more
negatively than do other people who
know the children” (1990, 44). Unfortunately, mentally ill parents are
often unable to treat their children
in ways that would build self-esteem
(Brown 1989, 39).    
#2: They are often victims of
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PTSD because they are more likely to
experience the kinds of trauma that
can trigger the condition” (2013).
#3: They have experienced a “lifetime of losses.” Feelings of chronic
loss occur as the parent cycles between
periods of stability and psychosis or
instability (Johnson 1988, 12-13). Diane Marsh and Rex Dickens explain to
families affected by mental illness:
You are far more likely to experience
continuing feelings of grief and loss that
wax and wane in response to the course
of your relative’s illness or to events in your
own life. These powerful emotions are woven into the familial fabric on a continu-

ing basis…It’s like someone close died. But
there’s no closure. It’s never over. (1997, 24)

#4: They are often “parentified
children” (Brown 1989, 1). All too
often, they were “relegated to the role
of surrogate spouse and parent to their
siblings” (Brown and Roberts 2000,
2). They likely attempted to keep the
mentally ill parent safe, as well as their
younger siblings. They listened to the
pain and confusion of the well parent
and may have entreated that parent
to remain with the family. They likely
implored the mentally ill parent to
take his or her medication, to see the
psychiatrist, or even to bathe.
ACMIs usually have had to ignore
their own needs to take care of others.
As one adult child blogs, “As a child in
this environment, you are never as important as the mentally ill parent—the
parent and ‘protection’ of the parent
comes first” (Itzettl n.d.).
#5: Many have felt alone growing
up. “Persons with schizophrenia are, by
and large, feared and ostracized by society. By association, their families are
ostracized along with them” (Brown
and Roberts 2000, 15). Even relatives
usually back away from them (Segunda 1997, 12). Catherine Camden-Pratt
shares her personal experience:
To be in everyday society we had to censor our lives and learn what not to say. Yet
to have authentic self-acceptance we had to
find others who listened without our needing to censor our experiences. This is hard;
not many want to hear. (2006, 2)

#6: They are usually very compassionate. Most ACMIs “move into
adulthood with a keen sensitivity to
others’ pain and a tendency to rescue and take care of people” (Brown
1989, 12).

#7: They often have a great need
for structure and predictability
(Brown 1989, 128). The homes of
schizophrenics may have been similar
to a psychiatric ward at times. There
was no predictability, no safety (1989,
4). For this reason, ACMIs may tend to
be controlling.
#8: They have probably not been
able to share their story with others. Unless a person has had “firsthand, day-to-day experience with
mental illness, it’s a conversation killer to say that you are a veteran of such
devastation” (Segunda 1997, 2). Since
most people feel uncomfortable talking about mental illnesses, few ACMIs
have had the luxury of talking normally about their childhoods.
#9: They are generally very hard
workers. “Achievements at work can
compensate for many of their losses
in childhood” (Segunda 1997, 237).
#10: They dislike artifice and
are usually painfully honest both
about themselves and what they
observe around them. They hunger
for truth, since so many have grown
up with silence and denial both within the family and outside the family
(Brown 1989, 130).
Not every ACMI will share all of
these characteristics. Various factors
determine the extent of his or her
trauma: the severity and age of onset of the mental illness, his or her
ordinal position in the family, if the
well parent abandons the family or
remains, as well as the emotional
role that the child took in the family.
Julie Tallard Johnson discusses common emotional roles in her book
Hidden Victims: An Eight-Step Healing
Process for Families and Friends of the
Mentally Ill.
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Are ACMIs Good Crosscultural Workers?     
ACMIs can make very competent
workers. Below are a number of positive characteristics they may have.
#1: ACMIs who are accepted by
mission boards have proven to be
very resilient. It takes “enormous ingenuity and perseverance” to survive a
childhood with a mentally ill parent
(Segunda 1997, 215).
#2: They are “copers”—those people described by Agnes Hatfield who
make efforts to “master conditions of
threat, harm, or challenge when the
usual strategies are insufficient” (Hatfield and Lefley 1987, 63).
#3: They have found the healing
love of God, the Perfect Parent, and
want to share this love with others.
Edlin marvels, “What I am amazed by
is how some [missionaries] from very
difficult backgrounds have worked
through things and found a level of
wholeness. It is evidence of God’s
grace” (2012, personal email).
#4: ACMIs usually have the gift of
compassion and can empathize with
the many victims of abuse and trauma
worldwide. Boyd and Lindquist warn,
however, that adult children from any
type of dysfunctional home may
…be the type of person whose inner
conflicts become increasingly manifest
under the stresses of a cross-cultural ministry. These conflicts often disrupt the effectiveness and satisfaction of a missionary’s
work. Furthermore, too many missionaries
return home as casualties because of inner
weaknesses. (n.d.)

These missionary appointees may
need time to heal from their childhood, allowing Christ to free them
from hurts and bitterness before they
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serve in a cross-cultural setting. Esther
Schubert expresses a similar concern:
The missionary who as a child was the
rescuer or the hero in the dysfunctional
childhood family may grow up feeling he/
she has to be a rescuer as an adult. They may
perceive this “psychological agenda” to rescue as being a spiritual “call” to the mission
field rather than understanding that it is an
unhealthy pattern of thinking and behavior.
If these individuals get to the mission field
before obtaining psychological insight and
healing, they often burn out quickly when
they discover that the nationals and colleagues in their place of service do not want
to be rescued. (O’Donnell 1999, 76)

Potential Struggles
for ACMIs on the Field
As there does not seem to be formal research specifically on ACMIs in
missions, the following is a list of possibilities:
• Because of a lack of normal social experiences, support-raising may
be initially awkward. Johnson observes
that when a parent first shows signs of
mental illness, the family feels shame
and uncertainty and begins to “isolate themselves even further by staying
home more and inviting company less”
(1988, 7).
• Relatives may not support the
ACMI, either financially or emotionally when he or she leaves for the
field. It often takes many years for adult
ACMI siblings to begin to support each
other emotionally.
• The ACMI may feel guilty for leaving the care of the parent to the spouse
or other siblings (Brown 1989, 16-17).
• The ACMI’s poor self-esteem may
plummet when he or she arrives on
the field until he or she feels confident
using a second language and living in
a new culture.

• The ACMI may feel isolated
because he or she is unable to share
his or her story with many people. A
member care provider can be a welcome friend and may be the only one
willing to listen. “Survivors of adversity who do best are those who reveal
their feelings to sympathetic relatives,
friends, or mental health professionals” (Segunda 1997, 181).
• The ACMI may struggle with the
chaos of living and working in certain
cultures.
• The ACMI may overreact when
there are church splits or mission upheavals because of his or her background of chronic loss and abandonment. Boyd and Lindquist write:
…children from these families typically have a strong desire to belong. To a
person from a wounded past, a missionary
team—created for the purposes of furthering the gospel among the unreached—may
become primarily a place to meet his need
for personal belonging. (n.d.)

ACMI missionaries can enjoy a
successful and joyful ministry, but
they may require time to recognize
how growing up with a mentally ill
parent has affected them. If childhood trauma is recognized before
leaving for the mission field, ACMIs
can focus on healing and may avoid
attrition in the future. With the support of mission leaders and member
care providers, these resilient, compassionate gospel-sharers can help
bring hope to a hurting world that so
desperately needs to know the love of
a perfect Father.
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under
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Christopher R. Little

{

❝And

…

now that all of you here are

Christians, is the Spirit of God the axle of your
Christian way of life?” They responded, “No,
our axle now is…money….because that is what

❞

we have learned from the missionaries.

}

T

here is an unprecedented and concerted effort underway to promote
business as mission (BAM) as a strategy to disciple the nations in the early twentyfirst century (cf. Rundle and Steffen 2003;
Eldred 2005; Steffen and Barnett 2006; Russell 2010). C.
Neal Johnson describes BAM as “a for-profit commercial
business venture that is Christian led, intentionally devoted to being used as an instrument of God’s mission (missio
Dei) to the world, and is operated in a cross-cultural environment, either domestic or international” and clarifies
that it “is a means to an end, not an end in itself. The endgame is bringing God glory and effecting kingdom impact
by introducing lost people to Jesus and by making their
lives better” (2009, 27–28, 225).

That there are indeed positive aspects to BAM is beyond dispute.
These include: (1) the ability to gain entry to mission contexts
which have hitherto been inaccessible (cf. Eldred 2005, 261–262);
(2) the potential for liberating indigenous Christian movements
from foreign financial dependency (cf. Eldred 2005, 262); (3) the
capacity to empower emerging mission movements in the Majority
World (cf. Mordomo 2006, 234); and (4) the provision of means
for “the only long-term solution to world poverty” (Grudem 2003,
150).
In fact, there is great promise for BAM to further God’s mission
through his Church to the world for Christ’s sake. However, if mission historians and theologians in subsequent generations are to
positively assess this movement, it will need to take into consideration the following seven cautions.1

Caution #1: Be careful of “Conceptual Parallelomania”
This term refers to those who operate with a “mirror hermeneutic” when interacting with scripture, whereby their experience and
aspirations are poured into the text and in turn used to justify and
sanction any given course of action (cf. Carson 1984, 136). For instance, Steve Rundle and Tom Steffen ask, “Why did [Paul] work?”
Their answer is because “Working was a central part of his missionary strategy” (2003, 38). Mark Russell adds that Paul

…worked more often than is commonly assumed and that his reasons for it were
numerous, not just to sustain himself on
occasion….Rather,…it was the best option
for the advancement of his cause….[T]he
whole of the biblical account suggests that
his tentmaking work was… something he
used to gain an advantage in spreading the
gospel message. (2010, 94, 97)

These viewpoints, however, do not
square with the New Testament material regarding Paul’s modus operandi.
First, to postulate that the marketplace was central to Paul’s strategy amounts to a selective reading of
the biblical record. There is only one
verse in the New Testament which
specifically speaks of Paul witnessing
in this context—after recently arriving from Berea while in Athens, “he
was reasoning…in the market place
every day with those who happened
to be present” (Acts 17:17). In reality,
Paul’s preferred location for fulfilling
his missionary mandate was the synagogue (cf. Acts 13:14ff; 17:1, 10, 17;
18:4ff; 19:8).
Second, in accordance with Rabbinic tradition, Paul was taught a
trade in order to keep religious matters separate from worldly interests. As
F. F. Bruce notes,
Paul had been brought up to believe
that the teaching of the Torah should not
be made a means of livelihood or personal
aggrandisement. ‘He who makes a worldly use of the crown of the Torah will waste
away’, said Hillel. . . . Many rabbis practised a trade so as to be able to impart their
teaching without charge. Paul scrupulously maintained this tradition as a Christian
preacher. (1977, 107, 220)

This disposition toward work is
clearly represented in Paul (cf. Acts
20:33–34; 2 Thess. 3:8). Hence, Paul’s
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activities as a leatherworker in the
first century were not fundamentally
driven by a strategy to impact the marketplace, but rather reflect his Jewish
upbringing which conditioned him to
separate ministry from profit-making.

Caution #2: Be Careful
of Identifying Christianity
with Capitalism
With the arrival of BAM, the connection between the Christian faith
and the capitalistic mindset has taken
on new dimensions (cf. Eldred 2005,
24, 94; Johnson 2009, 159, 383). In
the late eighteenth century, Adam
Smith argued that capital is best deployed for the production and distribution of wealth under conditions of
governmental noninterference (1966,
66ff). Since that time, capitalism’s
love affair with unrestrained autonomy has only deepened. Yet as Charles
Taber observes,
…a marketplace totally unregulated is
nothing more nor less than the economic version of Darwinism….Whether or not
economics has any moral accountability has become an even more urgent issue
in the last few decades, as the prior colonial, mercantilist system…has given way
to a global market economy that is far
more ruthlessly imperial than any preceding system….[This] increasing hegemony
of the economic sector over all other areas of life…needs to be understood and
critiqued from a Christian ethical perspective. (2000, 74–75)

A part of this critique should address the thorny issue of how a person
can claim “to be both ‘for him [i.e.
God]’ and ‘for-profit’—profit enjoyed,
by definition, because of entrenched
competitive advances over rivals, customers, suppliers, and other ‘competi-

tive’ entities’” (Case 2003, 276).
Other questions which Christian
capitalists must wrestle with include:
How much profit is enough or too much?
(cf. Eph. 5:3); Why is not profiting less
rather than more also Christian? (cf.
Phil. 4:12–13); and Since there is a
significant portion of the Church in the
twenty-first century which is not amiable toward capitalism (even to the point
of labeling it the “mother of corruption”
as it does not meet “the requirements of
the common good” [Ilo 2011, 159]), how
would a Christian socialist or communist
who does not hold to “the survival of the
fittest” mentality do BAM differently?
Thus, as “BAM considers new op-

years. Can you suggest one of the items
in this list which you would consider
to be the axle of the missionaries’ way
of life?”
“Money!” they responded. Loewen
replied, “But do missionaries really
teach about money?” They answered:
“No, they usually talk about God and
religion, but money is still the most
important thing in their way of life. Because…” Then, according to Loewen,
these Indians recounted real-life experiences which revealed how money
was “the ultimate yardstick (value) in
both the material and spiritual areas
of the missionaries’ life and culture.”
Loewen queried further, “And now

The law of unintended consequences is

at play whenever servants of Christ seek to follow him
into the cultural highways and byways of the world.
portunities in foreign lands, economic
ventures must take existing social
and economic structures into consideration and strive to work within
them rather than imposing western
economic principles out of context”
(Pointer and Cooper 2006, 176).

Caution #3: Be Careful to
Realize that the Messenger
Is the Message
Jacob Loewen tells the story of
what transpired when jungle Indians
in South America were Christianized
by Northerners less than fifty years
ago. While discussing Clark Wissler’s
cultural universals, he asked his audience, “You say that you have known
the missionaries for about twenty

that all of you here are Christians,
is the Spirit of God the axle of your
Christian way of life?” They responded, “No, our axle now is…money….
because that is what we have learned
from the missionaries” (1975, xi–xii).
This incident shows that the law of
unintended consequences is at play
whenever servants of Christ seek to
follow him into the cultural highways
and byways of the world. On this subject, Sherwood Lingenfelter observes,
“[Cross-cultural workers] reflect the
values of the social game of the culture
of which they are a part. [They] carry
their social values and expectations
with them” (1998, 172).
That BAMers are susceptible to
such tendencies is now evident:
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Western business people [are] arriving
…determined to stick to a task-focused,
“time-is-money” schedule. They don’t ask
questions of cultural insiders and act as
though they can impose their own agenda
and solutions—solutions that were decided upon even before arriving…. [D]amage
control [is] necessary after business people
[leave]. (Swanson 2011, 478)

Consequently, while BAMers hope
to convey a different message, others
perceive Christianity as being “closely
attached to Western values of global
business and prosperity, rather than
the cross of Christ” (Reese 2010, 115).
If such outcomes are to diminish, then
better training of workers will need to
be placed at the top of the agenda by
those advancing BAM.

Caution #4: Be Careful of
Redefining the Kingdom
of God in One’s Own Image
Several authors link the growth of
the kingdom to economic prosperity
(cf. Suter 2003, 182; Eldred 2005, 56,
67, 71; Johnson 2009, 271, 278). But
the opposite is actually the case in the
New Testament since those squarely
in the kingdom suffered deprivation
on various occasions. For instance,
the Jerusalem church during a time
of famine (cf. Acts 11:27–30); the
Macedonian believers for an undisclosed reason (cf. 2 Cor. 8:1–5); the
Hebrew saints at the confiscation of
their property (cf. Heb. 10:34); and
the saints which Peter addressed who
were suffering for doing right (cf.
1 Pet. 3:14–17). All of these incidents
were due to a variety of forces out of
the early Christians’ control but did
not affect their relationship to the
kingdom in the least bit (cf. Rom.
14:17).
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Caution #5: Be Careful
of Taking Up the “White
Man’s Burden” in Support
of “Civilizing Mission”
That this is one of the ambitious
objectives of BAM is beyond question
(cf. Miller 2003, 281; Eldred 2003,
21–22; Johnson 2009, 56). However,
those well acquainted with the expansion of Christianity over the last few
centuries remain wary that such an
agenda is unnecessarily repeating the
mistakes of the past.
According to Steven Pointer and
Michael Cooper, in the seventeenth
century the English Puritans experimented with civilizing mission at the
Massachusetts Bay Colony. As a result of “the presumed linkage for the
English between ‘civility’ and religion
(and usually in that order), it was assumed that growing familiarity by the
natives with English ways would automatically create a desire to embrace
both the culture and faith of these
newcomers.”
With the establishment of “praying towns” by John Eliot and others,
“Indian proselytes improved their economic standing through paying jobs,
apprenticeships, new cottage industries, and the various consumer goods
supplied by the New England Company.” At this time, the Puritans literally
“unleashed an entrepreneurial energy
that brought economic success and,
simultaneously, the means of fulfilling their divinely-appointed mission.”
But in the process, they became “enamored with the promise of business
principles, the prospects of mercantile
capitalism, and especially the allure of
the potential of corporations.”
In the end, their achievement was a
“double-edged sword: it signaled both

divine approbation and covenant
blessing, but also served as perpetual
temptress.” Indeed, the Protestant
work ethic faithfully adhered to by
the Puritans increased wealth but led
to a decline in religious zeal to the
point “that spiritual apathy became
a reality” (Pointer and Cooper 2006,
172–173).
BAMers must realize that the positive reception of Christianity on the
world stage is not based on any particular civilizing scheme (contra Eldred
2003, 22). The idea that it is harkens
back to what Roland Allen confronted
in his day, as Lamin Sanneh notes:
Allen was correct in his diagnosis of the
problem. Missions subordinated Christ
to their social preconditions, conditions
that favored stationary centers built under European direction. Those conditions
became the preoccupation of missions;
they crowded out the gospel….When missionaries assumed that enlightenment and
improvement would issue in acceptance of
faith in Christ, they made it reasonable to
conclude that faith in Christ was not the
foundation but the copingstone of social
and moral progress. They put the cart before the horse. (2008, 228).

Caution #6: Be Careful
of Pursuing the Two-fold
Agenda of Profit-making
and Disciple-making
BAM authors have gone on record admitting the inherent tension
between these two goals (Tsukahira
2003, 126; Rundle and Steffen 2003,
7; Russell 2010:164). The BAM paradigm thus demands a balancing act,
but such an act entails inbuilt inconsistencies and liabilities.
First, there is the matter of dual
allegiance. Historically, this phenomenon has occurred in societies most

influenced by the cultural subset of
religion and relates to “those who
pledge allegiance to Christ but retain
their previous allegiance to traditional
power sources” (Kraft 1996, 201).
However, being fashioned in Western contexts dominated by the cultural subsets of “economics and control
of the material world” (Kraft 2008,
146), BAM gives rise to another form
of dual allegiance—one which vacillates between greed and contentment
(cf. Luke 12:15; Eph. 5:3; Phil. 4:11; 1
Tim. 6:6; Heb. 13:5). Whereas Jesus
presents the dichotomy, “No one can
serve two masters….You cannot serve
God and wealth” (Matt. 6:24) and
Paul states that he “never came with
…a pretext for greed” (1 Thess. 2:5),
BAMers contend that the way to serve
God is through the acquisition of ever-increasing wealth.
Second, there is the ever-present
risk that the mission of business
will subvert the business of mission. Stephen Neill said it best: “A
mission which becomes a commercial
concern, may end up ceasing to be a
mission” (quoted by Lai 2005, 370).
In other words, “Business, in essence,
has the potential to take the place of
missions” (Pointer and Cooper 2006,
175). Consequently, BAM should really be renamed “Business for Mission”
in order to ensure that it will maintain
focus and not be derailed from the
duty to disciple the nations.

Caution #7: Be Careful
of Self-justifying Ethics
The subject of ethics is without
doubt the most serious when it comes
to BAM. Patrick Lai reports that some
BAMers presume “deception” is acceptable in order to ensure on-going
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access to creative access nations (2005,
352) and Steffen reasons that since
Peter, James, and Paul violated human laws in obedience to God’s law,
workers today can do likewise (2012,
519–520). But such views raise several
concerns.
First, it is unwarranted to compare the lives of such biblical figures as Peter, James, and Paul to
the predicament BAMers face. None
of these individuals entered restricted
contexts in which they were requested
by governmental authorities to not
proselytize. Prohibitions regarding
their religious activities were placed
on them only after they were accepted
members of their communities. For
example, it was the decision of the
Roman judicial system that Paul was
“not doing anything worthy of death
or imprisonment” and would “have
been set free if he had not appealed to
Caesar” (Acts 26:31–32).
Next, the notion that deception is
a trait which ambassadors of Christ
should adopt as a means to accomplish their mission must be opposed. It is arguably acceptable to lie
in circumstances where life is at stake
(e.g., Rahab and the Israelite spies;
Josh. 2:4–5). But it is altogether a different matter to lie or deceive people in
order to secure one’s initial or ongoing
access to a particular missional context.
Christian virtue cannot be sacrificed on
the altar of mission strategy (cf. Matt.
4:1–10; Luke 9:51–56).
Last, the vital issue of building
trust cannot be overlooked. Anthropologist Marvin Mayers insists
that all cross-cultural workers need to
ask themselves, “Is what I am doing,
thinking, or saying building trust or
is it undermining trust? Is what I am
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doing, thinking or saying potential for
building trust or potential for undermining trust?” (1974, 32–33).
The purpose of presenting these
seven cautions has not been to simply register the problems associated
with the BAM initiative, but to provide
stimulus toward resolving these problems as the Church continues to work
hard at making genuine disciples of
Jesus Christ of all nations.
Endnote
1. Elsewhere I discuss ten cautions
(2013), but due to space limitations present only seven here.
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Mobilization
Lessons from

In our mobilization, we must
have the right foundation laid
through depth in God’s word,
prayer, and time with people.

the

Life of Jesus
Mark Stebbins

O

ne of the most fascinating passages documenting Jesus’ call for
his followers is the
detailed dramatic short found in
John 1:35-51. John brings us in close
to see the captivating relational dynamics at work at the genesis of Jesus’ movement of men. Although
not a comprehensive account of all
the methods Jesus employed in mobilization, it is illustrative of powerful insights into how he started the
movement. Also not intended to set
a normative pattern for mobilization, it nonetheless offers stunning
principles to be harvested for mobilization throughout the ages.

The rapid-fire action shows the
mobilizing of three sets of men by
four individuals employing seven
distinct initiatives. God is orchestrating their movement, using remarkably similar principles to successfully
gather those he wanted. This compact
account has motion in several directions like popcorn popping, with corresponding revelations occurring like
camera bulbs flashing to those aspiring to be Christ followers. Let’s peek
inside to see how the Lord blended
spiritual, social, and organizational
wisdom in his recruitment of followers to glean some powerful insights
for our own ministries of mobilizing
men into mission.

Spiritual Wisdom
for Mobilization
Jesus knew, as we now do, that it
is the Father who moves people for
his purposes. He had already prayed
much about the selection of followers
and had unshakable conviction in his
Father’s promises to draw and thrust
laborers into his harvest fields. He had
also previously been with those he
called, relating to them and discerning their spirits. Upon that foundation, and implicit in this passage, Jesus
mobilized by faith and prayer—being
spiritually sensitized to God’s will for
these men.
In our mobilization, we must have
the right foundation laid through
depth in God’s word, prayer, and time
with people. These pillars give us the
confidence and servant hearts needed
toward those being raised up and sent
by God in his time and way into global harvests. Is this foundation in us?
Enhancing this spiritual dimension
to his mobilizing, Jesus prophesied
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about Peter and Nathanael in John
1, attracting them to the purposes of
God for them as he spoke truths about
them. In this way, Jesus mobilized by
envisioning—casting vision about
people’s lives that served to recruit
them (vs. 42, 50-51).
In our mobilizing, we need to engage similar personal prophesying,
calling out the treasure of gifting and
destiny God has placed in each candidate. We should activate imagination and hope in others, envisioning
his plans and promises to work with
these ordinary people in supernatural
ways. Like Jesus, we can picture and
project a bright future for them. This
also creates a buzz of excitement, anticipation, and wonder as we all watch
together what God does in moving
them forward.
In dealing with potential recruits,
Jesus also met them at their point
of need by showing them how they
could access closeness and fuller potential with God. In this passage, Jesus told the two and Nathanael that
they would gain unique revelations
into the things of God, giving them
unprecedented spiritual insights. Jesus mobilized by spiritual resourcing—sharing access to God for those
curious or longing for him (vs. 38-39,
49-50). Resourcing men and women
spiritually to be vibrant disciples of
Christ is a vital part of our work in
mission mobilization. We must help
them stay God-focused and God-fueled as God-followers. It is step one
in nurturing the call of God in their
lives, and creates an environment of
empowerment for them to own their
journey. Mission mobilization is first
and foremost a spiritual work!

Social Wisdom
for Mobilization
It is vital to observe how Jesus positioned himself at busy social crossroads of recruitable people to win
them. He knew where to fish for men:
near John the Baptist. Jesus mobilized by social networking—going to
social intersections and creating new
relational traffic. Note the instances in
John 1 of “finding” and “telling,” coupled with the instances of “coming”
and “seeing” (vs. 39, 41, 43-44, 46).
Culturally relevant social networking is bustling in several directions
through natural social groupings and
relational networks. A new group and
following begins to naturally emerge.
Revelations, curiosity, wonder, and
exploration are all bundled together
virally and leveraged into a symphony
of relational mobilization.
Jesus mobilized by leveraging the
influence of others—allowing leaders and peers to mobilize those near
them. Jesus worked with the affinity
groups on hand, including followers
of John the Baptist (vs. 35-37), family
members (vs. 40-41), and hometown
friends (v. 45). Deferring to existing
relationships, he allowed the endorsement of leaders and the cultivation
of opinion leaders within relational
clusters to multiply his movement
through them. We need to graciously,
but intentionally insert ourselves into
natural networks to become valued
alongsiders, strategic coaches, generous resourcers, and attentive guides.
At the same time, we should exercise strategic emotional intelligence to
permit the responsive to help lead and
influence their companions. Our mobilization capacity is built by allowing
candidates to usher one another along

on the road to kingdom service.
As Jesus engaged informally with
men, he also invited them to be with
him. He took two to his house for a
day. He seamlessly took handoffs
from others as he encouraged men to
come along. Jesus mobilized by relational invitations—boldly and persuasively inviting men to join him as he
naturally related to them (vs. 38-39,
43). He gave personal attention and
invitations to individuals. His calling
was gracious, inspiring, and crystalclear. Men felt wanted and included as
friends and followers. Mobilizers must
pull the trigger on inviting candidates
into action, including assignments,
events, travel, training, and service
opportunities, once they have gained
credibility and trust in relationship.

Organizational Wisdom
for Mobilization
Jesus mobilized by having a workable structure for his mission—a relational scaffolding with plans for
engaging his candidates toward desired outcomes. His focus was not on
headquarters, cubicles, or meeting
rooms. (Can I hear an amen?) Invitations to join him served as simple on
ramps.
In today’s terminology, we could
say that Jesus had culturally relevant marketing, HR functions, and
ongoing training and development
programs. Likewise, we need understandable, integrated, and relevant
messages and processes for recruitable audiences that lead into effectively connecting candidates with us
and the nations. John 1:35-51 inaugurates and hints at this coming master plan of Jesus.
Jesus clearly created anticipation
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that there would be a niche for those
who would follow him. Jesus mobilized by making room for followers—
creating space and assuring men of
placement opportunities ahead (vs.
39, 42-43, 51). He inspired anticipation about future roles with promises
to become fishers of men. We who
mobilize are opportunity designers
and promoters, seeking custom fits
for those seeking kingdom contributions. Tailoring platforms for candidates to “try on” is consistent with
the approach of Jesus in John 1, as he
infused a sense of discovery, destiny,
and place for others with him. Jesus
modeled a spirit and practice of accommodating candidates to fit them
into fruitful assignments.
Possibly the most profound technique in our Lord’s mobilizing is
the ways that he utilized his reputation as Messiah to move people. Jesus mobilized by delivering on what
was promised—leading to a journey
with him that met (and exceeded) his
followers’ expectations. Jesus was the
promised Messiah and he generously
gave to them out of this reality (vs.
36, 41, 45, 49).
It is imperative that we understand
and respond to the expectations that
we generate for others. Monitoring feedback and attention to detail
in serving inquirers will win their
hearts. Our personal or agency reputation turns sour if we disappoint
those who contact us. Conversely,
over-delivering on what we explicitly
or implicitly promise further enhances both God’s reputation and ours,
and delights the candidates we serve.
Let’s make sure our press and promotions don’t outpace what we can realistically deliver.
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Conclusion
The wisdom from above is pure,
peaceful, considerate, submissive,
full of mercy and good fruit, impartial, and sincere. It will require close
imitation of the wisdom modeled
by Jesus for successful mobilization
and recruitment of mission candidates. Our ability to receive, process,
and serve candidates well correlates
with how thoroughly we employ this
wisdom. Our ability to follow in his
steps in mobilizing the next generation of harvest workers will make a
huge difference in their viability for
a productive future, no matter which
agency they may join.
Let’s make sure that those we are
mobilizing never feel like they are being misguided, mismanaged, marginalized, or neglected. There needs to be
organizational and leadership consensus that a healthy mobilization model
is a priority worth spending on and
working toward. To help move people
effectively for God, we will need to
keep asking for spiritual, social, and
organizational wisdom that comes
from on high. As we move forward in
our individual arenas for advancing
the gospel of the kingdom, may he
multiply both the harvest from our labors and the laborers to help us work
the fields, all for his glory.
Mark
Stebbins
has
worked for thirty-five years
with The Navigators, including eleven in Africa
and sixteen in mission
mobilization. He is Western director and national
missions coordinator for
the U.S. Collegiate Navigators and serves as
Mobilization Consultant with MissioNexus.
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nowledge and information are growing at
rates never before seen in history (The Technium
2008). This explosion of information, and the attendant
introduction of new technologies driven by it, has led to
a breakneck pace of change in the world around us. Even
those of us involved in sharing the eternal and unchanging good news
find ourselves in an environment where we either adapt or risk organizational death.
There are no easy guidebooks for
adapting to the rapidly-changing
world around us. We end up needing
to experiment and try things, without
knowing if the changes we are making
will in fact help us serve God more effectively. Achieving and maintaining a
culture of innovation and creativity in
the context of missions brings with it
significant leadership challenges, but
also holds the promise of greater effectiveness as we leverage the changes
around us for God’s glory.
Several colleagues were sitting
around a conference table discussing

a proposed methodology for Bible
translation which could potentially
revolutionize the effort to get God’s
word in an understandable form to every people group needing it. It promised to create natural, accurate translations in a fraction of the time we had
been able to achieve at our most aggressive pace.
The claim was ambitious and the
prospect was exciting, but I could see
the consternation and skepticism on
the face of one of our most respected
translation consultants. The presentation clearly had not convinced him,

in Missions
yet without his support, I knew the
idea would never even get a hearing
from those who mattered most on
our staff. At one point, another colleague sitting next to this consultant
leaned over and asked, “What would
you think about just trying this in a
single location, as a pilot project, just
to see if it will work?” That consultant
considered for a moment and replied,
“Yes, I think we could let them try it
and see what it produces.”
This experience underscored for me
the human challenges we face to introduce innovations in ministry. Many
ideas which might end up materially
improving our service can look irresponsible on the surface, and those
whose strength is rooted in our historic ministry can look at such ideas
askance, without giving them a chance
to prove themselves.
Interestingly, such challenges are
not confined to the ministry context.

It turns out that any human endeavor,
be it scientific research or the invention of new products for sale in the
marketplace, confronts many of the
same human challenges. I have found
that the lessons learned about innovation in these wider contexts have
helpfully informed us in The Seed
Company to more effectively encourage creativity and innovation in the
Bible translation realm. Here are several lessons about innovation developed in the commercial marketplace
and the world of science and how they
have played out in a ministry context,
specifically in the field of Bible translation.

Pilot Projects
One strategy for keeping a mission fresh and encouraging creativity
and innovation is the launching of
pilot projects. Pilot projects are smallscale, tentative explorations to test

new ideas. Successful companies that
produce everything from zoom lenses
to video games to toothpaste thrive
on experimentation. They produce
and test prototypes, then refine and
retest them until they have a product
they are confident they can take to the
marketplace1. In The Seed Company,
most of our pilot projects are related
to Bible translation methodology or
project execution.
Several years ago, The Seed Company launched a Guest Bible Scholar
program. This program was created
to address the urgent need to check
a growing number of translations of
scripture around the world for faithfulness and exegetical accuracy. Historically, the need for checking translations of scripture has been handled
by a group of professional Bible translation consultants. However, the rising
global interest in scripture translation
into lesser-known languages has resulted in a serious shortage of qualified consultants to train translation
teams and check their work. The concept was to see if Bible scholars from
seminaries and Christian universities
could be trained to use their biblical
knowledge to supplement the efforts
of professional Bible translation consultants to meet this need.
The first batch of Bible scholar
candidates was screened carefully to
keep the group small and to increase
the likelihood of success. This kept
our initial financial investment relatively low. The small size of the initial
cadre also gave the effort a low profile,
which was less threatening to those
who might misunderstand. This initial foray produced some positive results, which suggested that we could
involve many other Bible scholars in
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the effort. We also gleaned some key
learnings in the process:
• Our capacity to deploy Bible
scholars in these roles was entirely dependent upon the readiness of consultants to shepherd these scholars,
especially in their initial overseas experience. Some consultants were overwhelmed with work expectations and
couldn’t imagine adding the responsibility of mentoring to their load. They
also were skeptical of the value these
guest scholars could add, which eroded their willingness to mentor.
• The hope that these scholars
could render ongoing assistance
to translators throughout the year
through Internet-based communication never materialized, largely because the translators were not used to
the idea of seeking help on the Internet and because their Internet access
was spotty.
• The value of the contributions
these scholars made grew over time.
The benefits of the initial visits mainly
accrued to the scholar him or herself,
whereas the later visits were beneficial
to the translation teams and to the supervising translation consultant.
This example demonstrates some
key features of fruitful pilot project
innovations—small scope, low cost,
and an iterative process whereby early
trials are thoroughly evaluated and
learnings are used to improve the design of later ones.

Rigorous, Honest Evaluation
A number of years ago, before my
time in The Seed Company, I supported the launch of a project to translate exegetical resources from English
into a major East Asian language. The
idea was to equip speakers of minority

languages in East Asia to understand
the text of the Bible and thus translate
more accurately in their languages.
The proposal called for hiring translators from the East Asian Christian
diaspora to do the translation work.
Most of the translators were pastors
or seminary professors. Although the
project was expensive, it resonated
with giving partners in North America and was generously supported in
prayers and finances for several years.
At some point along the way, the
translated exegetical resources were reviewed by minority language translators in East Asia who were translating
the Bible into their own languages. To
my horror, the translators found that
the texts which were intended to help
them were nearly unusable due to
poor application of translation principles and the sophisticated level of
language used. Attempts to adjust the
level of language to match the target
audience proved ineffective. In the
end, with profuse apologies to our financial partners, and to the consternation of some of the field partners in
the project, I terminated our participation.
This anecdote illustrates the need
for honest, regular evaluation of innovations as they are being developed.
Testing and evaluation of the translated exegetical resources should have
been conducted sooner. This could
have led to an improvement of project
design and significantly reduced the
losses we incurred pursuing the flawed
proposal. On the other hand, the fact
that an evaluation was eventually
done exposed the flaws and stopped
the unwise spending, better late than
never. It also illustrates that there are
no guarantees in innovation. There are

always financial risks associated with
being innovative, and not every idea
turns out to be a fruitful one.
When significant funding has
been invested in an innovative project, it can develop a momentum and
constituency of its own. The mission
leader needs to have courage to conduct a fair evaluation of the project’s
merits and to make a decision which
may disappoint some along the way.
He or she also needs to be prepared
to explain the decision to partners and
financial supporters.

The Role of the Champion
Recently, TI [Texas Instruments]
conducted a fascinating survey, reviewing its last fifty or so successful
and unsuccessful new-product introductions, and found that one factor
marked every failure: “Without exception we found we hadn’t had a volunteer champion. There was someone
we cajoled into taking on the task.”
(Peters and Waterman 1982, 203)
While our experience in The Seed
Company is not quite as striking as
this example from Texas Instruments,
I also have observed the profound difference a champion makes in seeing
an innovation through to fruition.
Various times in my leadership journey, I have had what seemed to me
to be a great idea, but I did not have
time or capacity to pursue it. When I
assigned someone to pursue the idea,
or tried to persuade another to pick it
up, it usually went nowhere. But when
we have had someone who had his or
her own vision for an innovation, his
or her personal passion and commitment carried it to scale with profound
impact.
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ect approached The Seed Company
about partnering together to translate
Gospels of Luke into the thirty largest
remaining languages without a Jesus
Film. SIL International seconded Katy
Barnwell to The Seed Company to
give leadership to an effort to develop
a highly efficient, focused approach to
the translation of Luke’s Gospel and
the production of a Jesus Film script.
The strategy brought teams of translators from a cluster of languages together in a series of workshops over
a three-year period to receive training
together, exchange ideas, and work
on their translations. An increase of
productivity achieved by the synergy

having a champion is a corporate treasure when pushing innovations forward. The singular focus of a champion
can mean that other systems in the organization need to be adjusted to give
space for the champion to run. Rules
and guidelines which apply generally
to our operations may occasionally
need to be bent to accommodate the
efficient pursuit of an innovative goal.
This kind of flexibility can create
anomalies and inconvenience requiring leadership courage driven by a
commitment to fostering an environment of innovation2. In Barnwell’s
case, we both adjusted expectations for
the management of some of the details

Innovations can be initiated and
pursued without a passionate, visionary champion,
but I have found that having a champion is a corporate
treasure when pushing innovations forward.
of working together, valuable consultant time used most efficiently in the
workshop setting, and maximum leveraging of the intuitive knowledge of
speakers of the languages combined
to significantly accelerate the translation process.
Thus was born what has become
known as the Luke Partnership, an effort that has seen the Gospel of Luke
and a Jesus Film produced in almost
two hundred languages, blessing millions of people. This innovation could
not have been taken to scale apart
from the persistent, tireless efforts of
its champion, Dr. Barnwell.
Innovations can be initiated and
pursued without a passionate, visionary champion, but I have found that
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of the Luke Partnership projects, and
we assigned extra staff to give the initiative key administrative support.

Unexpected Benefits
Supporting a culture of innovation
often leads to the discovery of benefits
which were not in view when an experiment was initiated. A well-known
example in the business world is the
discovery of the adhesive for Postit notes. While attempting to invent
a new strong adhesive in 1970, 3M
researcher Spencer Silver ended up
creating a very weak, apparently useless adhesive. Four years later, his 3M
colleague Arthur Fry thought of a use
for the weak adhesive as a movable
bookmark that would stay put but

not damage pages. Thus the genesis of
Post-it notes, which appeared in the
global marketplace in 1980 (The Great
Idea Finder 2006).
Being alert to the possibility and
strategic merit of unintended benefits
is crucial to maintaining a fruitful culture of innovation in mission. In 2011,
The Seed Company tested two new
methodologies for Bible translation
in India, both of which surprised us
with unexpected benefits.
The Video Audio Strategy for Translation (VAST) was developed as an accelerated methodology for crafting the
script of the Jesus Film without dependence upon reading and writing skills.
The Seed Company launched a pilot
project in one language of southern
India to see if a Jesus Film script produced in this fashion could be used as
the basis for an accelerated translation
of the complete Gospel of Luke.5
However, after completing the
translation of the Jesus Film using
the VAST methodology, the language
translators felt so empowered and enthusiastic about their new skill that
they rushed ahead and drafted the entire Gospel of Luke in audio form in
less than two months. They listened
to an audio recording of the Gospel
in their state language as a source
text, then translated, checked, and revised it in an audio recording in their
own language. Although the resulting
translation needed much revision, the
essential skill of translating in an audio medium was transferred in a way
which immediately empowered the
translation team. That fact changed
the design of the experiment midstream.
During the same period we also
tested an application of Internet-

based crowd-sourcing to Bible translation in a language of northern India.
We wanted to see if using a web-based
platform allowing hundreds of people to participate together in a Bible
translation process could yield results
comparable in quality (accuracy and
naturalness) to those obtained by employing highly-trained translators.
Well over one thousand speakers of
the language, of all ages, participated
in drafting several chapters of Luke in
their language. In the end, we found
the resulting translation still needed
significant revision by trained translators to be usable. However, in the
course of evaluating the process we
discovered that pastors of the small
church-plants in the area reported
significantly increased church attendance as a result of people participating in translating scripture into their
language. That unintended benefit,
alongside our evaluation of the quality of the translation, led us to modify
our goals and method for applying
crowd-sourcing as a translation tool.
Innovation is a winding path with
many blind corners. Noticing and
capitalizing on the unexpected benefits is key to the process.

Parallel Innovations
The history of science and industry
is filled with examples of simultaneous, parallel inventions. The light
bulb, telephone, atomic energy, and
the airplane (to name just a few) were
all concepts worked on feverishly
at the same time by multiple parties
who were competing to be the first
to achieve success and commercial
viability. There is something about
the general growth of knowledge in
the global community which seems
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to push certain innovative ideas to
prominence, giving them time in the
conceptual limelight, and generating
human energy to bring them to practical fruition (see The Technium 2009).
The phenomenon of parallel invention can be seen in Christian ministry also. For example:
• Crowd-sourced translation is an
idea whose time has come and is being
actively explored by many parties both
inside the Bible translation community
and in the larger business world (Kelly
2012).
• In the mid-twentieth century, the
notion of Christian radio broadcasting as a missionary endeavor led to
the founding of HCJB (1931), Far East
Broadcasting Company (1945), and
Trans-World Radio (1954).
• Today, the digital distribution of
scripture in audio and written form
has exploded, with the Youversion
Bible app and the Bible.is program
from Faith Comes by Hearing being
just two of many web platforms making scripture accessible via the web.
• Oral Bible storytelling has come
of age as a missionary strategy for many
different agencies in recent years.
• In the Bible translation scene, the
concept of clustering, in which translation teams working in different languages collaborate in various ways to
achieve economies of scale, is being
applied by a number of different ministries around the world.
• Many Christian foundations and
ministries are investigating how to
measure the spiritual impact of their
work.
As we think about parallel invention as it applies to missions, a few
lessons stand out, lessons which contrast with behaviors in the wider busi200 EMQ April 2014

ness world. Our eyes need to be open
to others outside the mission context
who may be applying the same idea
in ways we can use.
Unlike inventors who race to get
the credit for being first, our focus
needs to stay on the interests of the
kingdom. We need to be more concerned about what is being done for
God’s glory and less concerned about
what group gets credit (Mark 9:3940). A spirit of comparison and competition doesn’t come from God. This
should lead us to share information
freely and be open to the possibility
of collaboration in innovation. Good
ideas eventually need to be taken to
scale and shared widely. That process in particular calls for humility
in sharing and also in receiving good
ideas. Being generous and meticulous
to give credit when building on the
work of others develops trust and facilitates collaboration.

Risks
Any time a leader wants to encourage a culture of creativity in an organization, he or she must be willing to
accept a certain amount of risk. This
risk can come in various forms, the
most obvious being the risk of failure. When you are trying something
new, you can’t be sure it will work.
As a result, you have to be willing to
accept the possibility that it will not
work, and you will lose your investment in time and finances. This is a
cost of innovation in any enterprise.3
The case of the translation resources for East Asian translators
cited above is an example of a failed
experiment. Let me share another
one. Over the last few years, The Seed
Company has engaged three different

consulting groups to help us formulate an instrument for assessing the
impact of the Bible translation projects we sponsor.
The reason we engaged three different groups is that the first two did
not succeed in devising the tool we
were looking for. From one perspective, these earlier two attempts could
be seen as expensive failures. However, they do represent the cost of innovation in a domain of vital importance to us. Here are some lessons we
learned:
• In order to maintain a culture of
innovation, there has to also be a culture of grace, with permission to fail.4
• The greater the innovation, the

sought to change the status quo has
run into it.5
The anecdote with which I began
this article is an example of mild
pushback to innovation in a mission
context. For a leader, part of managing innovative experiments is a commitment to shield them from being
squelched too early by those uneasy
with change. In a Christian ministry
context, we strive to honor and respect the wisdom of these senior, experienced teammates without allowing their understandable hesitations
to stifle creativity and innovation.
Another dimension of leadership
in an innovative environment is recruiting new staff who are flexible and

Attempting to accomplish something in
a new way in any enterprise will often threaten people
who are comfortable in or committed to the status quo.
higher the risk of failure. In these
cases, insisting on a lean initial investment is wise.
• We learned and improved our
management of the experimental
model on the basis of our experience
in the first two attempts. Thomas Edison quipped about his many trials to
find a usable filament for a light bulb:
“I have discovered hundreds of materials that won’t work...”
Another risk of innovation is pushback. Attempting to accomplish something in a new way in any enterprise
will often threaten people who are
comfortable in or committed to the
status quo. This phenomenon is welldocumented and any leader who has

braced for the tumult of change. The
Seed Company’s People and Organizational Development team has been
deliberate in seeking qualified staff
who can manage and, in some cases,
welcome the exciting stresses associated with innovation and change.
Timing and messaging are also
crucial to the introduction of new
innovations. Fumbling in these areas can create additional pushback
against an innovation.6 New ideas
can be exciting. Some of them hold
the prospect of greatly improving effectiveness in ministry. Sometimes
people can get so enamored with the
bright prospects that they can project
a hoped-for-potential to be a reality.
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We found this to be the case in our
exploratory applications of crowdsource technology to the Bible translation task. Early on, the approach
seemed so cutting-edge and exciting
that some advocates were tempted to
overstate the case, painting a picture
of success and potential that goes beyond what we could honestly document from our research. This led
some partners to oppose the idea early on, before we had had the chance
to test and refine it. That opposition
created additional, time-consuming
leadership challenges for us, and it
could have been avoided or at least
decreased by proactive management
of the messaging.

Conclusion
Christian ministries are not insulated from the hyper-speed of change
in the twenty-first century.
Many of the changes around us
represent threats to our future. Others
are God-given opportunities, opening new doors and providing new avenues for effectiveness in mission. In
this context, creating and supporting
a culture of innovation in ministry is
becoming a non-negotiable for all of
us. May God give us grace and wisdom as we lead with vision and faith!
Endnotes
1. Peters and Waterman (1982, 134ff)
make a strong case that a predilection for
experimentation is defining characteristic of
companies with an excellent performance.
2. Peters and Waterman (1982, 211-212)
discuss the vital role that leadership support
plays in enabling innovation champions to
succeed.
3. Peters and Waterman (1982, 209)
refer to this as a “numbers game.” Companies that experiment with many different
innovations see a lot fail, but the few that
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succeed do well enough to more than cover
the inherent costs of the innovative environment.
4. Peters and Waterman (1982, 231) describe the innovation process at 3M: “‘The
odds on any one idea making it through
to commercial fruition are approximately
zero...There is no limit to raw ideas.’ So
the champions are all over the place experimenting, spending a little. Mostly they
fail....a few go all the way.”
5. Resistance to change is a well-documented phenomenon. Dr. Spencer Johnson
wrote the best-selling Who Moved My Cheese
(1998) to encourage people to embrace
and adapt to change. Kuhn (1996, 159)
describes the introduction of new scientific
paradigms as a gradual process of individual “conversions” to a new explanation
of data. He also documents the dim prospect that some of those committed to the
earlier paradigm never move to the newer
one, despite mounting evidence and the
movement of the preponderance of their
professional colleagues. Peters and Waterman (1982, 211) refer to the champions of
a new invention as pioneers and comment
“pioneers get shot at...”
6. Townsend (1970, 37) takes a perceptive, albeit a little jaundiced, view of the
dangers of public communication about innovations at too early a stage.
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Among the essential
characteristics that
define animism are the
belief in spirits and
forces, the belief in the
power of supernatural
control, the practice
of divination, and
the manipulation of
spiritual agencies
for good or evil.
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Perspective from Church History & Scripture

T
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hirty years ago, anthropologist Allan Tippett
predicted that at the rate Christianity was
spreading in Africa, Asia, and Latin America,
animism would be extinct in ten years to twenty years (1987, 120). However, in a recent survey conducted
by Pew Research in Sub-Saharan Africa, the percentage of those
who practiced animism was thirteen percent (2010). This figure is
in addition to the varying segments of Christians found across the
continent who still indulge in syncretistic and animistic practices. A
cursory survey of the movies churned out every year by Hollywood is
another strong indication of the fact that rather than being in a moribund state, animism is experiencing a resurgence, even in the West.

Depending upon the context and
the discipline, animism is described
in diverse ways by different scholars.
Gailyn Van Rheenen defines it as
…the belief that personal spiritual beings and impersonal spiritual forces have
power over human affairs and that humans, consequently, must discover what
beings and forces are impacting them
in order to determine future action and,
frequently, to manipulate their power.
(1991, 20)

Another popular notion among

many is that animism is primarily a
religion associated with tribal or primal cultures. Van Rheenen regards
animism as a belief system that has
no cultural or regional limitations
but can be found in all human contexts. In the first chapter of his book,
he outlines a well-documented argument to demonstrate how animism
pervades Western and non-Western
cultures. It is only when it is recognized in this light as a pernicious
and persistent issue confronting the
Church that sustained effort will be

exerted to respond to this challenge.
Among the essential characteristics that define animism are the belief in spirits and forces, the belief in
the power of supernatural control,
the practice of divination, and the
manipulation of spiritual agencies
for good or evil. These features are
all present in folk versions of all the
world religions.
It is believed that more than eightyfive percent of Muslims are animistic
(Love 1994, 87). Buddhism, a religion
that is extremely eclectic in nature, also
demonstrates a strong affinity for folk
religious practices (Smith 1993, 126).
Although no accurate statistics of the
number who practice folk-Christianity is known, its presence is attested to
by the number of Christians who use
good luck charms, engage regularly in
the practice of astrology, consult mediums and channelers, and venerate
the dead.
In order to unravel the enigma of
animism and its effect on the spiritual vitality of the Church’s mission
and membership, it is crucial to first
understand its nature and attraction.
The reasons animism appeals to various people can be summarized by the
following aspirations:
• It is a means to cope with existential needs.
• It holds a promise of power.
• It offers healing in times of sickness.
• It provides protection from malevolent beings.
• It enables the discharge of obligations to supernatural beings with
whom one interacts in this world.
• It gives meaning to life, and in particular, meaning to pain and suffering.
• It explains the source or origin
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of evil (Halverson 1996, 39; Hayward
1997, 156).
However, besides existential needs
that lead people to seek for animistic
solutions, another distinctive feature
that characterizes animism is fear.
The fear of malevolent spirits, capricious ancestors, envious neighbors
and relatives, and the power of sorcery hold the minds of animists in a
vise-like grip.

At the Level of Worldview
and Story
Although much has already been
written on the subject of animism, for
any enduring change to take place in
the lives of its adherents, it must happen at the level of the worldview. Anything short of this would only result
in conformation to expected behaviors and conduct, while incongruent
beliefs would merely be swept under
the rug. Paul Hiebert explains that,
“If behavioral change was the focus
of early Protestantism, and changed
beliefs the focus of the twentieth century, transforming worldviews must
be central to church and mission in
the twenty-first century” (2008, 315).
Charles Kraft presents a paradigm
on how worldviews such as animism
can be transformed. He suggests that
this is possible through a crisis (experience), or new answers (explanation) (1996, 56-57). It would appear
that the preponderance of literature
on this subject largely present insights how through power encounters and spiritual confrontations
animism can be addressed. Although
it is acknowledged that a balanced
application of all three dimensions
of encounter—truth, allegiance, and
power encounters—are all necessary

to fully address this issue, not enough
attention seems to have been directed
toward providing biblical explanations that will respond to the questions animism raises.
Animistic beliefs are taught and reinforced from birth to children born
into such homes where they are practiced (Sitton 1998, 72). These are
taught through stories that promote
belief in the existence of malevolent
spirits, the power and activities of ancestors, the power that some are believed to possess which enables them
to mutate from humans to animals
in order to wreak havoc on perceived
enemies, and tales which depict the
proximity of the unseen world and
spiritual forces.
A major strategy, therefore, that
could counteract and transform animistic beliefs would involve new
narratives which demonstrate the supremacy of God over evil, his presence and nearness in human affairs,
his ability to direct and protect his
own, and his overarching plans for
humanity. The method to accomplish
this will be through telling and teaching biblical stories.
Employing these stories as heuristic tools would lead to increased faith
in God and create a new perspective
to reality. Scholars have long recognized the primacy of employing narrative theology in primal cultures.
These stories, artfully told and skillfully applied, have been known to be
more effective aids in the communication of the gospel message. No
wonder the Master Teacher employed
this form to teach deep truths concerning the Kingdom of God.
Little wonder also that there are
three accounts in Acts where Paul re-

peated to his audience the story of his
conversion on the road to Damascus.
In the world of business communication, stories are recognized to have
great power and impact, for it is believed that “stories about reality completely change perceptions of what is
true, important and thus real” (Simmons 2007, 3).
Similarly, Bible stories should be
taught in such a manner as to respond
to each bastion of the needs and fears
of animistic theology. For as Annette
Simmons postulates, “When you activate new stories you transport people
to new points of view, change meaning,
behavior, and in that way—you change
the future” (2007, 17). In the following section a sample of selected scripture passages are presented as heuristic
devices to teach lessons relevant to the
worldview of animistic people.

Selected Narratives
and Their Lessons
Narrative #1: Job 1-2. More than
any other book in the Bible, the
Book of Job starkly depicts the cosmic battle between right and wrong,
good and evil, and God versus Satan.
It provides a wonderful metanarrative of the biblical worldview of the
unseen world. It also responds to issues such as the problem of evil, giving explanation to the malicious, and
unseen forces that can cause untold
damage to human lives. These powers are controlled and directed by the
archenemy, Satan, and can be focused
against the friends of God.
One other important aspect of this
narrative that makes it contextually
relevant to animistic people is the
acknowledgment of the adversary,
Satan, that God had placed a hedge
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around Job, and for this reason he
(Satan) could do Job no harm unless
God acquiesced.
Using the narrative: Grandma Eki
(pseudonym) had studied at a Christian college and later became an educational supervisor. Upon retirement,
she and her husband settled in the
village where stories of sorcery and
witchcraft were rife. I remember sharing with her from Job the biblical explanation for evil and suffering that
even believers are subject to in life.
Although sometime later she lost
her stepdaughter to an illness, Grandma Eki’s faith in God was unwavering.
Indeed, I observed how she helped her
husband, who had always been cynical about Christians and Christianity,
to begin to pray and attend church services before his demise a short while
later. Several years later, leading a team
to a women’s convention, she recounted to many the comfort and hope she
had found as we studied from this and
other passages in scripture.
In animistic cultures, witchcraft accusations are commonplace (Kunyihop 2008, 377). They may be regarded
as “a serious philosophical attempt to
deal with the question of evil” (2008,
377). What the Book of Job does is
to provide a better explanation for
the problem of evil. Also, Job’s patience, faith, and unflinching trust in
the midst of overwhelming temptations are wonderful object lessons to
animists who typically demand quick
fixes for every problem. This has great
appeal to people who typically adorn
themselves with charms, amulets, talismans, and other devices in order to
ward off evil powers.
Narrative #2: Colossians 3:1-3.
Although this passage of scripture is
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didactic rather than narrative, I have
used it a number of times allegorically, not necessarily hermeneutically, to
illustrate God’s protective power. The
thrust of the passage is found in verse
3, which states, “Your life is hid with
Christ in God.” Clinton Arnold explains that, “The heavenly dimension
is a place of security,” and that Paul’s
use of the term “hidden,” simply “expresses the security of the people of
God as they trust in him when they
face their enemies” (1995, 307).
Using the narrative: A ministerial student who had undertaken a
research assignment that entailed a
personal interview with a local cult
leader believed to be a sorcerer came
into my African Religions class with a
glazed look on his face. He had heard
reports of the evil exploits of this
cult leader who was held in awe by
the people of that region. The young
minister was convinced that even the
servants of God were unsafe from attack from evil powers.
In class, I shared biblical passages
that promised God’s protection from
evil and finally arrived at this text. I
then explained what it means when
scripture declares that our lives as
Christians are hidden with Christ in
God: for the wicked to harm any believer, God must first be incapacitated.
To begin with, the wicked must
travel to heaven, get past the army of
celestial beings, neutralize the cherubim and seraphim that guard the
throne of God, overpower the Holy
Spirit, who is verily God himself. Then,
they have to contend with Jesus, who
has never lost any showdown against
the devil, after which they have to lop
off the left hand of the Most High so
that they can reach my life, hidden

safely in the right hand of the Commander-in-Chief of the inter-galactic
forces of the universe.
As I finished explaining this, I observed a transformation not only in
his demeanor, but in the entire class
as well. At the end of the course, the
student shared how that class was the
best class he had taken and was glad
he now could discern his authority
and security in Christ.
The Yoruba people of southwestern
Nigeria have a popular proverb which
states, “It is only the dead that have no
enemies” (Oyetade 2006, 81). The fear
of perceived enemies and the constant
yearning for protection are the issues
that dominate the life and thought of
those who subscribe to animistic beliefs. In contrast, a Trinitarian concept,
which graphically portrays believers
basking under the shadow of the Godhead, with all the angels of heaven
on their side, cuts quite a comforting
image. In societies engrossed with the
quest for power, this allegory tips the
scales of the power quotient in favor
of believers whose lives are wrapped
up, hidden, and inseparably joined
with God.
Narrative #3: Matt 17: 24-27. In
this passage, Jesus sends Peter to catch
a fish which had sufficient money in its
mouth to pay the temple tax for both
Jesus and Peter. This obscure narrative
recorded by Matthew alone responds
to a principal need which leads people to search for animistic solutions.
It is also responsible for inducing professed Christians along the pathway
of dual allegiance—that is, the need
for blessing and prosperity. An oftenoverlooked fact by gospel workers is
the desire of people for a message that
will bring improvement to their mate-

rial lives and well-being.
African theologian Cyril Okorocha
expresses this clearly when he states
that for the African, salvation must be
experienced in tangible ways, in other words, through material blessings,
health, and good fortune (1992, 172).
Using the narrative: I have used
this passage with my congregation to
demonstrate the power of God, if he
chooses, to provide for the faithful.
While this may suggest mere dependence upon supernatural provision,
it needs to be pointed out that this is
the only recorded passage in scripture
where fishing is done utilizing only
a fishing line. This implies that effort
with divine benediction results in sufficiency. Another connotation from
this story, made more explicit elsewhere, is the fact that Christ is Lord
of the sea. In many animistic cultures
the sea is dreaded and worshipped.
However, throughout scripture God
is vividly portrayed as fully in control
of the seas. He is Lord of all.
Animistic contexts are typically
characterized by a heightened awareness of the power of evil. This is evident in the dominant discourses in
private and public narratives. Stories buttressing this conviction are
transmitted orally from generation
to generation, and persist in spite of
education, exposure, and “enlightenment.” Some university heads and
clergy have even been accused of engaging in animistic practices. Perhaps
this is a result of the power of oral
traditions, which in some theological
settings are treated dismissively. Otherwise, how else could religions without written creeds or scripture have
endured for millennia?
Throughout scripture, God disEMQ April 2014 209

courages his people from turning to
or focusing their attention on the
powers and exponents of evil. Rather,
he advocates that people should turn
to him (Isa. 8:19-20) and dwell on his
power and attributes (Phil. 3:10; Eph.
3:17-19). This counsel is even more
imperative in animistic contexts.
As the cosmic conflict between the
forces of good and evil rages, we need
to realize that what goes in the courts
of law also has application in missiology. Let me state it this way: The
one with the better story always wins.
Consequently, we need to tell and
retell those stories that powerfully
demonstrate the awesomeness of our
God in order to meet the needs and
dispel the fears of animists. We need
to also reveal his concern and presence in human affairs in order for the
transformation that occurred in the
ancient Roman Empire with the early
Church to recur today.
For as the Apostle Paul reminds us,
“Faith comes by hearing, and hearing
by the word of God” (Rom. 10:17).
Such a faith that comes from hearing
and believing the word of God can truly transform an animistic worldview
to a biblically-shaped worldview.
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Eighteen Leaders
Discuss the Mission
of Jesus Christ Today
Paul E. Johnson

I

magine you can ask any question to eighteen
leading writers, thinkers, and speakers who have
significantly influenced the “missional church” in American
evangelical thought. Would they agree or disagree with each
other? How would any strong disagreements among them affect the rest of us? Is it possible that the missional church movement has already split into two competing factions? Well, we
asked some of the top mission leaders three questions about the
mission of Jesus in the world today and here’s what we heard.

List of Leaders
These eighteen individuals have significantly influenced the dialogue and development of the missional church in Western evangelical thought.
Glenn McDonald
Craig Ott
Darrell Guder
Ron Kincaid
Chris Adsit
Robert Lewis

Greg Ogden
Alan Hirsch
Michael Frost
Alan Roxburgh
Steve Strauss
Dennis McCallum

Question #1:
The Nature of the
Mission of Jesus Christ
Question: “How would you describe
what you understand to be the essence of
the mission of Christ in the world?”
Surprisingly, this question received
the greatest variety of responses. Several leaders said the mission of God
includes the complete revelation of
scripture.
Roxburgh spoke for several others when he said the mission of Jesus
Christ cannot be defined “in one or
two sentences…because the bigger
narrative, the story of what God is up
to, it’s a whole story, the story of what
the Bible is about.”
Others leaders connected the essence of mission of Jesus Christ to being a witness.
Guder said, “The essence of Christ’s
mission is...to witness corporately and
personally to the good news of God’s
healing love for all creation made concrete in the life, death, resurrection,
and reign of Jesus Christ.”
Nearly one-third of the leaders
identified the essence of Jesus Christ’s
mission with the Kingdom of God or
the kingdom reign of Christ in the
present age.

Craig Van Gelder
David Sills
Dallas Willard
Keith Matthews
David J. Hesselgrave
Ed Stetzer

Frost spoke for many when he
said, “Mission…is our participating in
God’s work of bringing everything to
fulfillment that he began at creation.”
Hirsch emphasized the importance
of Jesus’ relationship to the Kingdom
of God, and was the only one who
said a kingdom emphasis should be
reflected through a wholehearted
commitment to the Great Commission that has discipleship at its core.
Surprisingly, only nine of the
eighteen leaders identified the Great
Commission and the making of disciples as the essence or heart of the
mission of Christ.
Sills said, “Christ commissioned
his church to be obedient to making
disciples among all the peoples of the
world, teaching them to obey all he
has commanded us. We see in Matthew 28:19-20 and Acts 1:8 the parameters of this mission.”
Ott shared the perspective that
the mission of Christ “entails gospel
proclamation, discipleship of believers, and gathering them into churches
(kingdom communities) that manifest the reign of God in word and
deed.”
Hesselgrave admitted answering
this first question is “easy, at least for
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me. You see I’m stuck in the past and, I
think, in scripture. The fulfillment of the
Great Commission is my mission; and
the missionary Paul is still my model.
For a matter of fact, I am still happy
with, ‘The gospel for every person and a
church for every people group.’”
Again, only Hirsch clearly connected the central priority of making
disciples in the mission of Christ as
the way the Kingdom of God is demonstrated today.
The fact is, if the mission of Jesus
Christ in Matthew 28:18-20 is not understood as distinct and primary in
the mission of God in this age, and if
the Lordship and authority of Christ
do not govern the lives of believers,
then the Great Commission will not
be obeyed as the exclusive mission of
Christ and essence of God’s program
in the world.

Question #2:
Missional Objectives
to Fulfill Christ’s Mission
Question: “What would you delineate as the missional objective(s) that
believers/churches should pursue and prioritize to fulfill Christ’s mission?”
As with the first question, several
leaders identified a relationship between God’s kingdom and churches
as they seek to prioritize Jesus Christ’s
mission. Strauss stated,
The missional objectives are to proclaim and live the gospel, the good news
of the Kingdom of God, seeking to disciple
individuals into Christ-like citizens of the
coming kingdom, to establish mature New
Testament churches as “beachheads of the
kingdom,” and to impact society by infusing into it the values of the coming kingdom.
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Stetzer emphasized the “missional
objective(s) of the church are to be the
sign and instrument of the Kingdom
of God.” He explained that through
their transformed lives, believers share
the redemptive message of the gospel
and live out their faith through the
church for the good of their world.
Hirsch also united the reign of
God and the ministry of the church
to identify the missional purposes of
Jesus Christ. He explained it this way:
A missional church should be measuring its effectiveness by its impact on those
outside of the church. It is not just internal
measurements that the institutional church
uses (buns, bucks, and buildings)....Are we
impacting truancy at school, or violence in
our area? That kind of thing would be very
interesting to measure the impact of our effectiveness. The church is not the Kingdom
of God, it is an expression of the Kingdom
of God.... Properly obeying that is what
we are meant to be about. We as a church
must be living in the kingdom as much as
we can.

Hirsch, Guder, Frost, Roxburgh,
and Van Gelder said the objective
of Jesus Christ’s mission for his followers is to “serve as faithful, understandable, and credible witnesses to
God’s love in Christ, that is, to be
signs, instruments and foretastes of
God’s good reign under the Lordship
of Jesus Christ” (Guder).
Roxburgh noted two priorities: (1)
as people shape their lives around
the practices of the Christian life,
they are a demonstration, sign, and
foretaste of the Kingdom of God and
(2) believers need to continue to ask,
“What is God up to in needy communities and how can we begin to join
him in these efforts?”
Van Gelder said that the Spirit leads

the believer to discern what God desires him or her to do to accomplish
his mission. He stated, “The mission
of God...invites the church into participation,” following the Spirit by using
good stewardship “of resources to participate more fully in God’s mission in
the context of where the Spirit of God
is already at work.” He explained that
believers can participate in the mission
of God “by bearing witness of the reign
of God” through a demonstration of
“a holistic gospel of good news” and
by “unmasking the principalities and
powers that have already been defeated
by God through Christ.”
Several leaders gave priority to
church planting and to the disciplemaking ministry of the church in order
to accomplish the missional objective
of Jesus Christ’s mission. McDonald
noted, “The first item on the priority list should be the establishment of
new congregations around the world...
[W]e cannot live into the mission of
being disciples who make disciples unless this is strategized and applied via
community.” McCallum outlined three
missional priorities to fulfill Christ’s
mission: “(1) evangelism, (2) disciplemaking, and (3) development of a fullorbed community where gifts and ministries can flourish.”
Several leaders strongly advocated
for disciple-making as the central priority to fulfill the mission of Christ.
Willard was the most succinct: “Make
disciples to Jesus and develop them to
the point where they do everything he
said.”
Sills stated, “Ultimately, our missiological objectives should reflect
the progression of a believer’s life. We
should seek to engage and reach lost
people in culturally appropriate ways

with the gospel, disciple and teach
them as Christ has commanded us
and then training them to continue
the work with others.”
Ott said, “The primary missional
objectives are gospel proclamation,
discipleship, church planting, and
holistic transformation; logically in
that order.” He added that believers
receive the power of the Holy Spirit
to live under the lordship of Christ.
“Holistic transformation will include
personal holiness, acts of compassion, salt and light witness and work
in the larger society.”
Regarding the making of disciples,
McDonald noted:
We cannot live into the mission of being disciples who make disciples unless
this is strategized and applied via community. The tragedy of the North American Church is that we have substituted
knowledge for wisdom, occasional fellowship for authentic community, and
making decisions for making disciples...
[T]rue community...will require a level of
obedience and risk-taking that is, thinking and working outside the current
Western box of Christian experience...

Matthews shared,
We have wrongly made our objective in mission to make converts and we
have not turned the corner in any way in
making disciples….If we do not make disciples who are taking on the mission of the
agenda of their Rabbi, their teacher Jesus,
we will then see mission happen, but we
are not going to get there if we just make
converts who are forgiven of their sins to
go to heaven.

Hesselgrave uniquely challenged
the common use of the term “missional” and its use in defining ministry objectives:
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I think that “missional” has become
the plaything of evangelicals just as
Scherer said that “missio Dei” became the
plaything of ecumenists. Like most neologisms, it means whatever one puts into it.
And that bothers me....Decide what your
mission is and then settle on a theology
that will support and further it. If that is
missiology, it is also heresy.

For most of these leaders, the purpose of making disciples is closely related to the ministry of a local church.
Several described the church as the
training ground for the making of disciples who constitute and strengthen
the church. Several connected the
missional priorities of Christ with the
reign of God through Christ and the
compassionate ministry of the church.
A number also believed the missional
goal for the church involves meeting
the physical and social needs of the
community outside of the church.
This compassionate ministry provides
a foretaste of the Kingdom of God and
the Church of God’s love.

Question #3:
The Place of Missional
Movements in Christ’s Mission
Question: “Some promote the importance of ‘missional movements’ (i.e.
church-planting movements) to advance
Christ’s mission. Do you think that individual believers and/or churches should
prioritize missional movements and, if so,
how is that done and what is the envisioned end product or result of this type of
movement?”
Because the term missional is used
broadly with diverse applications,
several were hesitant to answer this
question. Further, for some leaders,
words such as movements and prioritize conjure up thoughts of human218 EMQ April 2014

made strategies devoid of God’s leading and power. Stetzer expressed this
sentiment: “I think we can plan and
strategically work towards movements
through networks and denominations, but we should remain rightly
aware that true spiritual movements
are not planned and organized by us.
They are a gracious work of God for
the building of his Church.”
Others made it clear that a movement is a special work of God that
cannot be planned or anticipated in
advance. Several express very strong,
even heated opinions—opinions we
do well to consider. Hesselgrave objected, saying:
There’s that word [missional] again. I
really can’t deal with it until I know the nature of a “missional movement.” Logically,
the meaning of “missional” has to be consonant with “mission” so logically what we
have here is something akin to “churchly
church.” That being the case, one either
ends up as a holist or a prioritist. But as
McGavran said, there are multitudes of
good Christian things to do that are not
mission.

Roxburgh argued:
I dislike the word “movement” intensely. The people who use it to me
demonstrate that they don’t understand
how social or cultural change takes place.
A movement is something to write about
after the fact. You can say, oh look what
happened... God is up to all kinds of stuff
in all kinds of ways across different kinds
of church systems. How do you listen to
what’s going on out there?

Strauss warned:
Whenever we use the word “priority,”
we imply that something is ultimately optional. None of the gospel/kingdom commands of Jesus is optional. Further, differ-

ent strategies and means for fulfilling the
mission of God have been advanced over
the centuries; many are both biblical and
effective ways to fulfill God’s mission. Different labels have been used at different
times, and people define those labels differently. So I’m also hesitant to either endorse or condemn any strategy or method.

Other leaders sought to engage
the question at face value. Specifically, several mentioned discipleship
as the heart of a missional movement
of God. McDonald said that disciples
must pursue missional movements:
“I believe that missional movements
should be the central priority of disciples. Church history has demonstrated that the Spirit is able and willing to
use a number of means of advancing
such movements.”
Adsit added that the end product
of a missional movement is to see the
Kingdom of God birthed into the lives
of unbelievers: “If we’re doing a good
job of discipling this new population
of Christians, we’ll see them getting
fixed, healed, strengthened and eventually thrust into influential leadership positions.”
Willard underscored the place of
transformed individuals in a missional movement:
There would always be a place for special efforts with a special focus, dictated by
the circumstances for the “success” of Jesus’
work the radical transformation—what
one would naturally expect from reading
the New Testament—of multitudes of individuals is what is required.

Van Gelder added a needed corrective, saying a movement is important
if it is focused on:
…the mission of the Triune God within
all of life….This keeps God as the “act-

ing subject” with our seeking to live into
and out of God’s agency in pursuing such
movements. The [original] question is
framed in such a way that human agency
or church agency is the primary acting subject, which misses, from my perspective,
the true meaning of what it means to

be “missional.”
Regarding the end product of a
missional movement, Guder said that
“the only priority to be established is
faithfulness in carrying out our vocation as witnesses... [T]he purpose of
Christian mission is that we should
walk worthy of the calling with which
we have been called.”
Lewis based the idea of missional
movements out of the ministry of local churches:
Every church should strive to be missional...in sharing the gospel, in meeting
needs of the community and the world,
and in planting churches. Whether they
can do the latter may depend on their ability at the moment but every church should
strive to do all three.

Frost shared that church planting
as the key to promoting missional
movements:
Bosch once said that mission is intrinsically ecclesial (and therefore that ecclesiology must be intrinsically missional),
so what we’re seeing now is the era of the
great church-planting movements (the big
21st-century missional movement?). Rather
than the church sending out missioning
communities (what Roland Allen called
the “great divorce”), we’re now seeing
the church sending out missional churchplanting teams. As soon as this catches on
and we have church-planting churches being planted across the world, we will have
a serious missional movement.
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Strauss focused on disciple-making
that leads to church planting:
Any means or strategy that is discipling
individuals into Christ-like citizens of the
coming kingdom, establishing mature
New Testament churches that ‘show off’
the coming kingdom and is impacting
society with the values of the kingdom is
a good thing that should be commended
and practiced.

Hirsch explained that the essential
nature of the Church as a whole, and
the church in a given community, is
missional:
I think the church in the New Testament is clearly a movement and the sweetest and best expressions of church seem to
be more movemental... My understanding
is that the term ecclesia (church) is a very
movemental term. It can express itself in a
local house, ecclesia is across the city and
ecclesia is the universal people of God...
The future of the Western Church is bound
up in whether we can discover ourselves as
a movement again.

Stetzer believed that God-honoring movements occur when God
blesses a leader to mobilize individuals and churches: “The church needs
clear and courageous godly examples
to point us to what God wants to do
and is doing in our world. When God
raises up such examples, the church
should pay attention.” Yet he cautioned, “The danger is always to see
the movement as an end in itself
rather than a mobilizing force for the
cause of the Kingdom for God’s glory
(which is the ultimate end).” In the
end, he explained that “movements,
networks, and denominations are
tools that God uses to encourage the
church in its mission and to strength220 EMQ April 2014

en churches to accomplish more for
the kingdom than they are able to
alone.”
Ott equated his idea of “kingdom
communities” to missional movements, stating, “I have a strong conviction that the establishment of
‘kingdom communities’ is absolutely
central to the task of missions and is
indeed the best and most biblical way
to fulfill the Great Commission and
advance God’s kingdom.” As a result,
he is an advocate of church-planting
movements:
Under the sovereign work of God, we
hope, pray and work to the end that not
only isolated communities of believers
are established, but that multiplying indigenous movements are launched that
are a witness for Christ and foretaste of
the kingdom.

For Ott, these multiplying movements have to do primarily with
the rapid planting of new churches:
“We see such movement happening
in Ephesus and the Lycos Valley and
other places in the New Testament.”
He shared that there is a biblical
mandate for church planting and
that “the result of church-planting
movements is reproducing, gospelcentered churches that spontaneously grow and multiply, largely under
local leadership.”
Ogden added a final insight worth
heeding:
Jesus told us to make disciples. The
only thing I see that Jesus told us to multiply was followers of him. There are no
short cuts to growing up in Christ. Certainly part of that is having a missional
mindset. So to the extent that a “missional
movement” creates an ethos of multiplication, all the better...a missional move-

So, what have we discovered? It appears that the missional church movement has split into two competing factions. Those who advocate for placing
the Great Commission as the mission
of Jesus Christ for this age are the strongest proponents for prioritizing the
making of disciples. Those who identify the mission of Jesus Christ with the
overall reign of God in the world and
missio Dei, do not, for the most part,
promote either the Great Commission
or disciple-making as a central priority
to fulfill Christ’s mission.
Where do we go from here? Well,
that’s another good question to explore.
Paul E. Johnson is a
professor in the Intercultural Studies department
at Corban University. He
also teaches Old and New
Testament Survey and the
Dynamics of Church Development at the school and
is faculty advisor for TrueNorth Corps, BreakAway Retreat, World Outreach Week, and
summer mission trips. He received his DMin
from Western Seminary. To request a complimentary review copy of the author’s new book,
Creating Disciple-Making Movements,
please write to him at the School of Ministry, Corban University, 5000 Deer Park Dr.
SE, Salem, OR 97317, USA, or email him at
pjohnson@corban.edu.
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In the 20 30 Gap
Learning Curve in Rwanda:
A Long Journey of Transformation
Debby Thomas

D

avid arrives in the village after an hour of driving on
dusty roads with Dancila, a 64-year-old Rwandan lady
who is the national church accountant, and Gaudence, a 52-yearold Rwandan who is the wife of the national church superintendent.
Upon arrival, they are greeted with smiles and eager faces, ready to move ahead
with the teaching for the day. They move into the mud brick-walled church, sit in a
circle on church benches, and pray before beginning.
This community has decided that they need to work on their marriages this
month. They realize that poor marriages hold them down in poverty, and they
want to learn to improve their marriages as a step to moving out of poverty. Two
members present a skit of a couple fighting, in constant disagreement over finances, how to raise the kids, how to spend their time, etc. The group discusses fighting
in marriages and agrees that their disagreements are a source of strife in the home.
Then they turn to scripture, studying what God’s word says about marriage.
Not all of the members are literate, but scripture is read aloud numerous times as
different people ask questions and share insights into the scripture. They wrap up
their time together with each person sharing what he or she will put into practice
this week from the scripture in order to improve his or her marriage.
After a month of interactive teaching and learning on marriage, David, Dancila,
and Gaudence visit families in their homes to see and hear about the life transformation that is occurring. Sometimes they even talk to the kids or the neighbors
to see the impact the discipleship is having on their lives. Home visits are exciting!
We see lives that are being transformed at every level and having an impact on the
whole community.
David comes home excited by Dancila and Gaudance’s growth as excellent facilitators and leaders in this process. He also loves the community discussions and
often gains new insights into the scriptures and into Rwandan culture. He is highly
motivated by helping people move out of a poor, fatalistic, dependent mindset to
a place of hope for the future, deepening faith in God, and the experience and
knowledge that they can expand the Kingdom of God and move out of poverty.
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This brief glimpse into one community visit offers a taste of what holistic
community development through discipleship looks like. This community
has studied issues of farming, salvation
by grace, animal husbandry, financial
management, discerning God’s will,
health and cleanliness, and other topics over the last five years. They are
learning how to identify the barriers
that trap them in poverty, and they are
learning to overcome these problems
through a holistic discipleship process
that teaches them to become problem
solvers, to study God’s word, and to
use the resources they have to address
the problems their community faces.

Called to Rwanda?
David and I (Debby) were called to
missions and specifically to Rwanda
about nineteen years ago. David grew
up in Bolivia, and as a young child
felt the call to missions through his
parents’ work in Bolivia. I received a
specific call to missions when I was 16
while listening to missionaries who
were back from the field sharing their
story in my home church.
After graduating from college and
getting married, David and I pursued opportunities to go to India.
However, the mission agency with
which we desired to serve, Evangelical Friend Mission (EFM), asked us to
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go to Rwanda. We had been married
for only six months, were expecting
our first child, and Rwanda had just
experienced a devastating genocide.
We weren’t thrilled about going. But
through prayer and sharing and praying with good Christian friends and
mentors, we discerned that God was
indeed calling us to Rwanda.

A Rocky Adjustment
The first term in Rwanda of four
and a half years was brutal. Language
learning and cultural adjustments in
the midst of a war-torn country threatened to devour us. Life was physically, emotionally, and spiritually
challenging in every way. During that
first term, one impression stuck with
us and haunted us: people came to
church to sing, dance, pray, and listen
to sermons, but often it didn’t affect
their daily lives. Church was a form of
religion, but life transformation wasn’t
taking place on a consistent basis. We
questioned the purpose of the church,
our call, and if church planting and
missions was really working.
This struggle stayed with us for
many years. For three years in a row
my number one ministry goal for the
year was to discover how to live out a
holistic gospel, and how to take others
along with me on that journey. David
and I committed an hour a day to asking the Lord to show us how to integrate spirituality with physical reality.
Answers came slowly. First it was
fuel-efficient cooking. I learned what
I could, taught it to others, and kept
praying. Crop failure often keeps Rwandans in poverty and 90% of Rwandans
are involved in agriculture. So I began
to research and apply farming methods
that would help Rwandans with their
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crops, as well as ways to integrate scripture with teaching in farming.
These early efforts brought successes and failures. But all the while
we kept praying and applying everything we could. I took my masters degree online through Fuller Theological
Seminary and was able to take some
courses on holistic development that
opened my eyes to other Christians
who were already practicing much of
what I was discovering. Among these
was a group doing Discipling for Development (D for D), now a ministry
of the Navigators. They were experts at
doing what I had been trying to figure
out for years.

Finding Our Place
I approached the D for D leaders and asked for training and ongoing mentoring. I was trained in D for
D along with three Rwandan pastors
and we began the process of mentoring leaders who would partner with us
to reach out to whole Rwanda communities in an effort to teach them
how to face poverty, apply God’s word
to every aspect of their lives, and help
others experience God’s transforming
power in their lives.
It has been a long, strenuous, and
rewarding process. We have committed
five years to the first three communities
that are now showing amazing signs of
transformation in many areas of life.
These three communities are nearly
ready to reach out to surrounding
communities to help them experience
God’s transformation in every area of
life. As a team (three missionary units)
and our Rwandan colleagues, we are
planning to expand into other parts
of the country to train more Rwandan
leaders in D for D now that we under-

stand and are fluent in the process.
This has been a rewarding and
challenging journey. We have wrestled
with issues of poverty, spent countless
hours in communities, shed tears, and
experienced many disappointments
and hurts as well as many rewarding
times and triumphs. Through this,
I have learned that ministry is relational. There are no quick fixes. For
someone to truly change—to experience true transformation—God must
be present and working, and it will
involve a long, hard, relational, rewarding, transformational process for
everyone involved.
I am called from deep within to
live out and to embrace a gospel that
touches all of life. I’m called to be the
Church together with my Rwandan
brothers and sisters. God calls me into
a constant process of transformation
in every area of my life as I in turn give
others the opportunity to take a journey of transformation in every area
of life. Knowing Jesus changes every
aspect of my life. Jesus wants to shine
through every part of my physical,
emotional, relational, and spiritual
life. Sharing Jesus with others is a process of facilitating Jesus’ transforming
power to become a part of every aspect of life, changing people, families,
communities, and nations.
Debby Thomas lives and
works in Rwanda with her
husband, David, and their
four children. David and
Debby serve the Friends
Church of Rwanda through
the Dicipling for Development ministry and have
been working in Rwanda since 1997. Debby is
currently a PhD candidate at Regent University studying organizational leadership.
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Voices in the Local Church
From Homogeneous to a
Heterogeneous Unit Principle
Erik Hyatt

W

here would you expect to see a gathering of
people from twenty different nations—each in
their traditional dress, holding hands, dancing, and singing
Psalm 133… in Hebrew, “Hine matov umah-nayim shevet achim gomyachad” (Behold, how good and pleasant it is when brothers dwell in
unity!”)? Would you believe Minneapolis, Minnesota? How did such
a church come into being? One might expect to see such churches in
Los Angeles or New York, but Minneapolis?
This was the scene at the one-year
celebration of a new church plant
called New City of Nations Church
(NCNC). What motivated us to start
such a church? And what is attracting a growing number of people from
nearly two dozen nations to continue fellowshipping together in such a
church?

The Twenty-first-century
Context: A Microcosm
of Global Urbanization
If you were to ask the average American what the Twin Cities of Minneapolis/St. Paul are best known for,
some might think of the largest Mall
in America (Mall of America) or its
title as “the land of 10,000 lakes.” Not
many would know that these cities
are now home to the largest Muslim
mosque in America, the largest Cam226 EMQ April 2014

bodian Buddhist temple in America,
and the largest Hindu temple in America (Mayer 2010, 24).
From the early 1990s to the 2010s
these cities have become home to the
largest Hmong, Somali, Liberian, Karen, Anauk Sudanese, and Oromo Ethiopian populations in the United States
(Mayer 2010, 24). There are approximately eighty different people groups
living in the Twin Cities area. At least
eighteen of these people groups can be
categorized as “unreached” (i.e., less
than two percent of the population is
Christian) (Mayer 2010,52-54). And at
least two of these people groups may
be considered “untargeted” (i.e., there
is no church or church-planting strategy being pursued).
There are many evangelical Christian churches in Minnesota that are
aware of these facts and are pursu-
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ing new outreach efforts among these
ethno-religious groups. However, a
harvest of new Christ-followers from
among the unreached in our midst remains to be seen.
Meanwhile, committed Muslims,
Hindus, and Buddhists who come to
these cities are establishing their own
places of worship. The impact on the
religious landscape of the Twin Cities
is stunning. In 1991, there were four
known mosques in the Twin Cities.
In 2013, there are about 110 mosques
(many meet in storefronts or community buildings) and about 150,000
Muslims.
And these Muslim immigrants are
actively evangelizing. It is estimated
that about 5% of the 167,000 Hispanics in the Twin Cities have now

converted to Islam. There are 2,500
Tibetans living in these cities (primarily Buddhist), the second largest Tibetan population in the U.S. And there
is only one known Christian among
them (Mayer 2010, 24, 52-54).
How will the American Church respond? Should they send and support
new missionaries to work locally? Or
is there a better way? What if we sent
out missionary churches, rather than a
few missionaries?

A Journey from Missionsminded Mono-ethnic
Church to Multi-ethnic
Missional Church
I served as global outreach pastor
for a multi-site mega church in Minneapolis from 2002 to 2012. A sigEMQ April 2014 227

nificant part of my ministry involved
preparing, sending, and caring for our
predominantly Anglo-American missionaries sent to countries outside of
North America. Our missionary preparation program required missionary
candidates to be engaged in local language and culture learning among a
local people group as a pre-requisite
for service abroad.
My aim with this requirement was
two-fold: (1) to help the aspiring missionary practice the same language
and culture learning skills that he or
she would use abroad, and (2) that
the result of this relational language
and culture learning approach would

Many churches may be satisfied
with defining “a church for all peoples” as meaning, “a separate church
for each people group.” But I found
it increasingly difficult to justify this
position with biblical injunctions
such as Mark 11:17, Romans 15, and
1 Peter 2:9-10, which clearly advocate
multi-ethnic inclusion within the local church. I was also convicted by the
testimony of many new immigrant
Christians who did not feel welcomed
in the Anglo-dominant churches of
America. Jehu Hanciles writes:
If the changing face of American Christianity is not as apparent as it could be, this

Many churches may be satisfied with
defining “a church for all peoples” as meaning, “a
separate church for each people group.” But I found
it increasingly difficult to justify this position.
strengthen the church’s reputation as
a caring and welcoming fellowship
for all peoples. My hope was that this
would eventually translate into more
ethnically diverse people attending
and becoming members of our Anglodominant church.
However, ten years and over two
hundred missionary candidates later,
the church remained ninety-five percent Anglo. The conclusion I draw
from this is that a church which simply plans to have a mission department (even a strongly supported one!)
and sends/supports many missionaries (even local and short-termers) will
not automatically become a church
for all peoples.
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is partly because the new immigrants tend
to form separate congregations. This also
makes it easy to overlook the fact that many
immigrants experience rejection and discrimination when they seek membership
or participation in American churches—
even when they are committed Christians
or seasoned ministers who speak excellent
English. (2008, 289-290)

My wife and I participated in an
international ministry at our church
called All Nations Fellowship (ANF).
ANF was a Sunday School gathering of
about fifty to sixty believers and seekers
from over fifteen different countries.
English was the common language of
communication, but other languages
and cultures were acknowledged and

honored in various ways. The fellowship was comprised primarily of first
and second-generation immigrants.
Some came as refugees from war-torn
countries. But most came to the U.S. as
university students.
For many years, the common assumption of international student
outreach in America was that these
students would eventually return to
their country of origin and become
missionaries among their own people
group. However, we discovered that
the vast majority chose to stay in the
U.S. after graduation (some estimate
up to 80%).
They were finding jobs, getting married, and establishing families. Nonetheless, many of these international
students were very open to the gospel
message. In fact, within a decade ANF
had seen at least fifteen students come
to faith in Christ from China, Taiwan,
India, Korea, Japan, and Saudi Arabia.
Most of these were coming to faith in
Christ through the testimonies and Bible studies led by other international
students.
As exciting as that sounds, not
many of these converts became members of the Anglo-dominant church.
Most chose either to make ANF Sunday School their whole church experience, or joined a church where they felt
more included. The ANF leaders and I
were not satisfied with this. What could
we do to make disciples of all nations
who would feel welcomed to continue
growing in the church of those who
brought them to a faith in Christ?

From Homogeneous to
Heterogeneous Unit Principle
Perhaps it was naïve of me to think
non-Anglo peoples would want to be-

come part of a very large Anglo-dominant church. Besides, weren’t we all
taught the Homogeneous Unit Principle (HUP, which was first proposed
and promoted by missiologist Donald
McGavran in the 1960s) as the best
way to start and grow a church? People
of the same language, ethnicity, and
culture are the best at reaching their
own people. And all humans prefer to
be with people of their own ethnicity
and language group.
But how do evangelical pastors and
missionaries who promote the HUP
explain texts like Isaiah 56:3? Jesus
quoted this passage as he cleansed
the temple of the moneychangers in
the court of the Gentiles saying, “My
house will be called a house of prayer
for all nations…” (Mark 11:17).
And how would a mono-ethnic
church explain Romans 15:5-7? Here,
Paul exhorts the ethnically mixed Roman church to, “live in such harmony
with one another, in accord with Christ
Jesus, that together you may with one
voice glorify the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ.” In fact, I could not
find a single example or admonition
in the New Testament for starting and
growing mono-ethnic churches.
Of course, we all understand that
the HUP was intended to prevent
people from thinking that they must
adopt the language and culture of the
missionary, or any other people group,
in order to receive Christ and grow in
their faith. We also recognize that people movements happen as the gospel
flows through the language and family
networks of a particular people group.
But does that mean that such
mono-ethnic churches should remain
perpetually mono-ethnic? Could it be
that perpetual mono-ethnic churches
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are the unintended consequence of
the HUP approach? I say “unintended” because it was never the ultimate
goal according McGavran, the original
author of the principle. He wrote:
In applying this principle, common
sense must be assumed. The creation of
narrow churches, selfishly centered on
the salvation of their own kith and kin
only, is never the goal. Becoming a Christian should never enhance animosities or
the arrogance which is so common to all
human associations…. The Church will
seek to moderate their ethnocentrism in
many ways…. The one thing she will not
do—on the basis that it is self-defeating—is to substitute kindness and friendliness for the gospel. (McGavran 1970,
242-243, 223)

How have our churches and
church-planting efforts, particularly in
multi-ethnic urban settings, sought to
“moderate their ethnocentrism?” I was
told by a pastor of a large mono-ethnic
church that “HUP is the way churches
grow. It is just a fact.” But is it possible
(or even commendable) for churches
to pursue a heterogeneous fellowship
from the beginning?
Based on his analysis of the declining American Church, David Olson offers the following challenge to
mono-ethnic churches:
In the mono-ethnic world, Christians,
pastors and churches only had to understand their own culture. Ministering
in a homogeneous culture is easier, but
mono-ethnic Christianity can gradually
become culture-bound… pastors need
to operate under the rules of the early
church’s mission to the Gentiles… As
the center of (global) Christianity moves
south and east, the multi-ethnic church
is becoming the normal and natural
picture of the new face of Christianity.
(Olson 2008,170-171)
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Alan McMahan appropriately warns
the American Church that:
Without relearning new ways to carry
out ministry in an increasingly pluralistic, multi-ethnic world many churches will
become insular, with shrinking congregations and community impact…yet missiologists have known for decades that
geographically-displaced peoples experience a much higher level of receptivity to
new ideas, beliefs, and lifestyles. (2009,17)

The fact that tens of billions of U.S.
dollars go out of the U.S. in remittances from immigrant populations
each year1 indicates that most immigrants maintain significant relational
connections with family and friends
in their homeland. Consequently, the
opportunities for the American urban
Church to connect its local mission
with its global mission are unprecedented.

The Need and Means toward
Adaptive Change
The leaders of NCNC believe that
a heterogeneous unit principle should
be the strategic aim of both local
and global urban missions into the
twenty-first century and beyond. Our
conviction is not based solely on current demographics, but on the biblical descriptions of God’s desire for his
people from both Old and New Testaments (some of which were noted
above).
After studying and reflecting on
these issues over the last decade, we
believe that mono-ethnic churches in
America can and should grow in ethnic
diversity. But we also realize that this
is easier said than done. After many
years, the leaders of the ANF Sunday
School and I realized that it is far eas-

ier to start a multi-ethnic church than
to transform an old and large monoethnic church into one. Therefore, we
sought the blessing of the church leaders to send us out as a daughter church
plant. They were extremely supportive
of our calling and vision, and sent us
out with a great amount of support in
prayer and finances.
Having just passed our one-year
celebration as a new church, we have
grown from a core group of thirty people to one hundred people from over
twenty nations. While we have much
more to learn, here is what we have
discovered to be the necessary elements to start and grow a Christ-exalting multi-ethnic church:
Purpose and vision clarified.
Our mission statement is, “To advance
the reign of Christ among all peoples,
through a redeemed community of all
peoples.” Our vision statement adds
the long-term aim of being a “3M
church” (Missional, Multi-ethnic, and
Multiplying) both locally and globally. Lord willing, we aim to plant other
churches with this DNA within the next
few years.
Plurality of ethnically diverse elders. An ethnically diverse church starts
with ethnically diverse leadership. We
found that people feel more valued
and welcomed when a respected leader
from their own people group shares an
equal level of authority with the other
ethnic leaders. While our lead pastor is
an Anglo-American (me), the associate
pastor is Congolese. The other elders
are Chinese (Hong Kong and Taiwanese), Japanese, and African-American.
No single people group dominates the
leadership of NCNC.
Pulpit sharing. The preaching
team consists of me, my Congolese as-

sociate, and our Japanese elder. Occasionally, we may have a guest speaker
from another ethnic background. The
point is that ethnically diverse preachers bring different cultural perspectives and insights when expositing
biblical texts. This helps members of
the preacher’s ethnic group feel understood, while also encouraging people
of other ethnic groups to consider new
ways of seeing the gospel applied to
other cultures.
Propagation. We want to build
a missional mindset into the DNA
of every believer and ministry of the
church. We repeat this phrase often:
“We aim to be a missionary church,
not just a church that has some missionaries.” By that we mean that every
believer at NCNC should be equipped
to make disciples cross-culturally. We
are currently experimenting with a
contextualized version of Ying Kai’s
T4T (Training for Trainers), and some
aspects of Disciple Making Movements. We ask every believer to seek
opportunities to share the gospel with
someone of a different ethnicity. We
are even encouraging our youth group
members (consisting of Africans,
Americans, and Asians) to see themselves as missionaries. It is good and
natural to evangelize those of our own
language and cultural background.
But even in the multi-ethnic church
we are tempted to greet and relate exclusively with our own people group.
However, this tendency is more often
challenged by an ethnically diverse
church community than it would be
in a mono-ethnic fellowship.
Language and culture appreciation. While we function primarily in
English, we sing worship songs in multiple languages (with English translaEMQ April 2014 231

tion), led by a multi-national worship
team. So when it is time for a song in
Swahili or Lingala, some of our Congolese members begin to dance, or
cry out in prayer. When it is time for
a Korean or Chinese song, a member
from that language group helps us
pronounce the words and explains the
meaning beyond what a literal English
translation may offer. We also provide
a “Quick Reference Language Guide,”
a grid of common greeting phrases in
the primary languages spoken by our
members, and Bibles in multiple languages. Finally, we end most of our
sermons with an application question and ask the congregation to form
small groups to answer the question.
Some of the small groups will be language-specific for those who struggle
with English. Other groups are diverse
and learn how the scripture may apply
in various cultural contexts.
The beauty of the multi-ethnic
church is that all the members are
continually learning from one another
how to appropriately relate to people
of other languages and cultures. Prejudices and traditional ethnic animosities are challenged with the gospel that
beckons each of us to “welcome one
another, as Christ has welcomed you
for the glory of God” (Rom. 15:7) and
“forgiving each other as the Lord has
forgiven you” (Col. 3:13).
We are still young and perhaps
overly idealistic. But our desire is
to become the kind of multi-ethnic
church that the Apostle Peter wrote to
among the Jewish diaspora:
But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for his own
possession, that you may proclaim the excellencies of him who called you out of
darkness into his marvelous light. Once
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you were not a people, but now you are
God’s people; once you had not received
mercy, but now you have received mercy.
(1 Pet. 2:9-10)

To God be the glory as Christ continues to build such a Church until it
reflects our eternal destiny, a new city
of nations (Rev. 21:22-26).
Endnote
1. According to Int. Monetary Fund
(IMF) of World Bank, in 2003 about $100
billion in remittances from all global
workers… about one-third came from the
USA ($34 billion). In 2012, about $350
billion in remittances… estimates are up
to $500 billion by 2014. That could mean
$160 billion from the U.S. alone. See
www.remittancesgateway.org/index.php/
search?searchword=USA+remittances&or
dering=&searchphrase=all.
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Excellence in Missions
What Does the Future
of the Traditional Mission
Agency Look Like?
Eldon Porter

T

he paradigm shift in missions from a primarily
Western to a now-global phenomena is profound
and far-reaching, particularly for the leadership
of traditional mission agencies. Jack Welch, former
CEO of GE wrote, “When the rate of change inside your organization
is less than the rate of change outside your organization, the end is
in sight.” The challenge of transitioning a traditional Western mission
agency into one capable of thriving in the new global paradigm undoubtedly constitutes one of the most difficult jobs in missions today.
In a retreat center just outside of
San Jose, Costa Rica, Latin American
mission leaders gathered to reflect on
how missions was being done across
the continent. A group of North American agency CEOs sat at the back of
the room listening to the reports. One
CEO leaned over to the others and
said, “We prayed for years that God
would raise up a missions movement
out of Latin America and he has. But
what we never anticipated was how
profoundly this would impact us as
an agency.”
In an informal survey forty-five
North American CEOs were asked the
question: “When you wake up at 2 a.m.
and can’t go back to sleep because you
are thinking about a concern related to
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your job, what is it?” The number one
concern revolved around the question
of the value a mission agency brings
to the local church in the current mission reality. One commented, “In the
past, the Church couldn’t do missions
without us, but today many churches
are involved directly and don’t seem
to need us like they once did.” The
second biggest concern was financial
in nature. The traditional economic
engine that sustains the administrative structure of the agency has been
a percentage charged on the support
dollar. With the increasing difficulty
of recruiting qualified long-term missionary candidates, many agencies
find themselves facing considerable
financial challenges.

Best Practices from Missio Nexus

There are two significant changes
that have driven this paradigm shift in
missions. The first is the growth of
the Majority World Church and its
mission movement. The vast majority of missionaries serving cross-culturally around the world now come
from non-Western countries. The second change is globalization, which
is driven in part by new communication tools that increasingly allow individuals, churches, and ministries to be
globally interconnected.
The challenge for agency leadership is
to understand the value-add their agency can bring to both the local church’s
mission program (be that a church in
Chicago or Santiago) as well as to the
national Church that is near or even part
of the context of field ministry.

There is a growing realization that
an agency’s primary value-add for the
local church is shifting away from the
services offered through the sending
office, toward the services offered on
the field or ministry context. Historically, each agency has managed its
own sending functions (mobilization,
promotion, screening, selection, training, the financial services of receipting
donations and transferring funds to
the field, church and donor relations,
and member care).
These services consume upwards
of ninety percent of an agency’s administrative dollar and large numbers of personnel. Maintaining these
structures is the financial challenge
many agencies are facing. It isn’t that
these services are no longer needed,
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but rather that many of these services
can be done by the local church, outsourced, or done in partnership with
other agencies at a significantly lower
cost. The day when an agency needed
a large sending office building and the
related office staff is a thing of the past.
The challenge today is not so much in
the sending, but rather in the receiving
of missionaries into ministry context.
In the globalized, interconnected
world of today, the agency is uniquely
positioned in the ministry context to receive missionaries and local church involvement from anywhere in the world
(receiving the missionary, overseeing
his or her language and orientation
process, supervising his or her ministry,
managing funds on the field, providing
member care as needed, etc.). Understanding the challenges of cross-cultural ministry combined with the agency’s
relationship with the national Church
positions it to be a vital partner in today’s mission environment.
But change is never easy, especially
for a traditional agency. The cost of
maintaining a large sending office staff
is not sustainable in today’s reality.
And, not surprisingly, there are troubling signs that some agencies are not
adapting well. This is seen in both the
finance and personnel departments.
It is not uncommon to hear of offices
cutting services for their missionaries
while maintaining or increasing the
percentage charged on the support
dollar for administration. Some agencies have been forced to sell assets or
borrow against reserves just to keep
their administrative office open.
On the personnel side, many working in mobilization speak of the
pressure they are under to “keep the
numbers up.” In the past, it was fair236 EMQ April 2014

ly common for an agency to require
Bible training and ministry experience before candidates were accepted
as members. Many of those in mobilization today admit that their agency
would have closed their doors if they
had continued with the standards for
membership required fifteen or twenty years ago.
While most did not anticipate the
impact of the paradigm shift on the
traditional agency, we are now beginning to see basic themes emerge that
undoubtedly will be foundational
in the future. I will begin by sharing
about these themes and conclude with
some predictions as to what I believe
Western agencies will look like in the
future.
Theme #1: Never before has the
local church been so directly involved in global missions. Both
the sending Church and the receiving Church are asserting their rightful
place in how missions is being done.
One mission pastor said, “Agencies
can no longer expect the church to just
pay, pray, and stay away.” Another pastor asked, “When will the agencies ask
us how they can help us do missions
rather than always trying to convince
us to support their program?”
Theme #2: Mission agencies no
longer all look alike, but rather fall
into one of three categories. There
are the traditional agencies that provide all the services with administrative structures at both the sending side
and on the field. Today, some of these
agencies are adapting by using their
sending structure to send missionaries
to serve with other agencies while at
the same time encouraging their field
teams to receive missionaries sent
by other agencies or churches from

around the world.
The second type of agency, found
primarily in Europe and Latin America, serves as a cooperative sending
structure. These agencies partner with
the local church to send missionaries
and then loan their missionaries to
other agencies or national-led ministries who receive them, providing
oversight and member care for them
in their ministry context. A significant
change for these agencies is that they
no longer only loan missionaries to
other agencies but now are loaning a
growing percentage of their missionaries to national-led ministries. The
third kind of agency is relatively new.
They have no sending base of their
own, but rather focus exclusively on
the receiving of missionaries sent by
others. These agencies tend to excel at
partnering with national churches in
the receiving of missionaries.
Theme #3: Networks today are
used to connect with other key
players either to share information or to form strategic alliances around a common goal. In
the past, most networking was done
“in house” with others in the same
agency. It is not surprising that today
local churches, agencies, philanthropists, and other network representatives are attending network meetings
to find potential partners. Due to the
valuable services they offer, global
mission community networks are
becoming the primary platform for
effective leadership in missions. Linking Global Voices is a website that
tracks over four hundred missionsrelated networks globally with the express purpose of highlighting the role
of networks in global missions.
It is always dangerous to make pre-

dictions about the future, but I would
like to identify key issues that I think
will characterize Western agencies in
the coming years.
Local churches will assume a more
strategic role in global missions. Some
agencies will go as far as to grant membership to both churches and missionaries.
Sending structures will be simplified and downsized in most cases. The
amount each missionary is charged
to cover home office administration
is in most cases excessive in light of
the alternatives. Many of the services
traditionally offered by each individual agency will be outsourced and in
many cases done in partnership with
the local church. Cooperative sending
offices will emerge at both the local
church and agency levels. These structures will provide the sending office
services for any number of agencies or
national-run ministries capable of receiving their missionaries.
Traditional agencies will move top
leadership out of sending offices and
into field-based leadership positions
in an effort to strengthen their capacity
to receive well. The agency’s value-add
for the local church has clearly shifted
away from the sending and into ministry context. We are moving from a
“pushing” to a “pulling” paradigm.
A key standard of excellence in an
agency’s capacity to receive missionaries will be its effectiveness of doing
that in partnership with what God is
doing in and through the local church
in the ministry context. This will include both their capacity to receive
missionaries for “their own” ministries as well as for other ministries in
that context.
An agency’s ability to tie into releEMQ April 2014 237
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those who will be most negatively affected by the change. This is particularly true in those cases where the benefit
packages for sending office personnel
is subsidized significantly by field missionaries. Being able to transition a traditional agency into one that thrives in
the new global paradigm is undoubtedly a very challenging job.
Eldon Porter serves as a
consultant for global engagement within the evangelical mission community.
He grew up in a missionary family in Nigeria and
served for twenty-one years
in Bolivia. After four years
as part of SIM International’s leadership team,
they moved away from the traditional mission
agency environment to support continental
mission networks such as Missio Nexus (North
America), COMIBAM (Ibero-America), and
MANI (Africa). He manages www.LinkingGlobalVoices.com and coaches network leaders
around the world.
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vant networks at individual, ministry,
and agency levels will greatly enhance
its effectiveness in the global paradigm. And while these networks in the
past serviced just their own members,
today networks are intentionally networking with other networks in order
to better service their clients. An example would be an association of evangelicals in a particular country that
works closely with global networks
focused on youth, human trafficking,
refugees, and theological education.
The synergy of these networks coming
together focused on the needs of a particular context creates an environment
that agencies will increasingly want to
be a part of.
I am often asked if I think traditional Western agencies will be able to
transition effectively into the new reality. Undoubtedly some will, but many
will not for the simple reason that
those with the authority to make the
hard decisions required for change are
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Christianity and
World Religions:

An Introduction to the
World’s Major Faiths
Derek Cooper, P&R Publishing, PO Box
817, Phillipsburg, NJ 08865, 2013, 240
pages, $19.99.
—Reviewed by Paul Borthwick, mission consultant; mission instructor, Gordon College.

I

n the 1970s, about the time that
I started paying attention in our
youth group Sunday School class, we
studied Fritz Ridenhour’s book about
world religions: So What’s the Difference? In those days, however, most of
us thought of people of Jewish faith,
Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs, and Muslims as exotic “over there” people.
They lived in far-away places with unusual foods, attire, and worship centers. I daresay there was no one in our
suburban youth group who actually
knew a follower of these religions.
How things have changed in forty
years! Our pharmacist is a Sikh; our
neighbors are Muslims; the Boston
Buddhist Center is in our town; and
the Indian restaurant in the town
center is dedicated to the Hindu deity
Ganesha. (On these “world-that-hascome-to-us” lines, see Cooper’s book,
pp. xix-xx.) All of which points to
the need for a basic global religious
understanding—whether we live
in Middle America or we are training people who will go to the places
where these religions dominate. It is
this basic foundational understand-

ing that Derek Cooper offers in his
well-crafted and remarkably concise
book, Christianity and World Religions:
An Introduction to the World’s Major
Faiths.
Christianity and World Religions introduces us to Hinduism, Buddhism,
Confucianism and Daoism, Judaism,
and Islam. Some would question the
absence of Sikhism or Jainism, but
any volume on world religions must
be selective. Cooper chooses “the six
rival stories of the world” by comparing creation accounts, beliefs, writings, worship practices, and more. Add
to this an exceptional glossary and the
reader completes the book with a solid foundation for building relationships with followers of other religions.
Each section ends with an excellent “point of contact” summary to
foster Christian dialogue, discussion
questions, and a suggested reading list. These in turn complement
what might be the best feature of
the book—the Appendices. Cooper
reveals his commitment to the classroom with appendices on “Projects,
Essays, and Worldview Questions”
followed by “Online Links to Religious Writings,” and “A Guide to Visiting Non-Christian Worship Spaces.”
Cooper frames his book with a
clear declaration that he is viewing these world religions through a
Christian lens. The concluding chapters—biblical and theological responses to world religions—give the
reader an excellent tool for analysis.
He also gives us a clear understanding of the diverse convictions regard-

ing salvation for adherents of other
world religions.
Christianity and World Religions offers a significant and readable text for
the classroom, in a church Sunday
School class or as part of basic missionary training. It serves as basic
preparation for the pioneer to Yemen
or for the layperson looking to understand his or her Hindu co-worker.
Check these titles:
Corduan, Winfried. 1998. Neighboring Faiths. Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press.
Fernando, Ajith. 2001. Sharing the
Truth in Love. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Discovery House Publishers.

Contextualization
in World Missions:
Mapping and Assessing
Evangelical Models

A. Scott Moreau. Kregel Academic, Grand
Rapids, MI, 49501, 2012, 429 pages,
$28.99.
—Reviewed by W. Stephen Gunter,
associate dean and research professor of
evangelism and Wesleyan studies, Duke
Divinity School.

M

ost instructive to me in Scott
Moreau’s Contextualization in
World Missions are the opening overview of contextual models and the
heart of the book that unpacks the
contextual models. These are perhaps
the supreme strength of the book that
Moreau consciously chooses to use
the metaphor and method of models
EMQ April 2014 241
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and mapping to set out his findings.
It provides the reader with visual, conceptual models that are more easily
grasped and retained. The reader will
appreciate that for all of the author’s
comprehensive knowledge of the related mission theory issues, he does
not assume that the reader will come
pre-equipped with either the vocabulary or conceptual frames of reference.
The book is amazingly readable for
the non-specialist.
The part of the book that seems to
contribute least to the subject of contextual missional theology is his early
chapter on “Revelation,” which is an
extended discussion of evangelicals
and theories of biblical inspiration.
He appears to make the case that a true
evangelical will agree with what seems
to be his position of propositionalism

and literal inerrancy—“God’s revelation to humankind through the Bible
is both verbal (in language) and propositional (truths are revealed) (p. 58).
If Moreau followed through to unpack
these words with specificity, then we
would have a focused discussion on
soteriology. What we have is a more
expansive discussion of epistemology.
Moreau recognizes that not all
evangelicals agree with this specific
take on the epistemological issue. He
seems to want to make the case that
a “message that transcends culture”
will be determined by our culturally
bound rational processes, and furthermore, that only those who agree with
his concept of an “infallible Bible” are
actually being biblically congruent.
Perhaps Moreau could include
a wider swath of evangelicals if he
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would go back to his original words
about God and revelation and define
the scope of the word “infallible.” If
infallible means that the Bible faithfully and truly teaches all that humanity needs to know in connection with
God’s saving intentions toward fallen
humanity, then the Bible becomes our
one true source for discerning and
thereby participating in the Christian
gospel.
Such a soteriological centering of
scriptural truth would require a robust inclusion of Christocentricity,
and surely be the only comprehensive
domain around which a discussion of
missional evangelism can take place
among all evangelicals. This would
also advance the conversation along
the lines of “biblical congruence,” and
we might even find that words like

“infallible” could be replaced by the
Bible as our “one true source of saving
truth.” Certainly, this is the scriptural
message that cannot be captive to any
single culture, and so in that sense
“transcend culture.” Would any of my
evangelical colleagues find this affirmation biblically incongruent?
Students of missional theology and
contextualization will return to this
book time and again as a trustworthy
guide—even those of us professing
evangelicals whom Moreau has bracketed out as not being adequately biblically congruent. It says much about a
book when its strengths far outweigh
that emphasis or two that some judge
less stellar. Count me among those
who will return time and again to this
valuable teaching resource!
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Created and Led by
the Spirit: Planting
Missional Congregations
Mary Sue Dreier, editor. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2140 Oak Industrial
Drive NE, Grand Rapids, MI, 49505,
2013, 227 pages, $30.00.
—Reviewed by George Beals, global
impact pastor, Central Wesleyan Church,
Holland, Michigan.

C

hurch growth consultant George
Carl has noted that planting
new congregations (with a missional
identity of reaching the lost) is the
most effective method of evangelism
in North America today. The unique
paradigm is to do a missional church
plant from a Spirit-led theology. This
volume of essays is the fruit of the
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Missional Church Consultation (November 2009, Luther Seminary, St.
Paul, Minnesota) around this theme
of planting missional congregations.
The purpose of this book is to bring
historical clarity, biblical and theological substance, and practical advice to this aspect of church life. The
authors attempt to bring understanding to the multifaceted discussion of
how new congregations come into
existence through the creative work
of the Spirit. The authors draw heavily on the developing body of missional church literature, as well as
a diverse range of other applicable
sources, case studies, and anecdotes.
The first section of three essays
provides the theological framework
for planting missional congregations.
Miroslav Volf explains that the act of

loving God and our neighbor rightly
is the core theological challenge for
establishing human community that
flourishes. Volf, who gives enough
meat to chew on for several areas of
study, contextualizes church planting
amidst our culture, which is dominated by the pursuit of “experiential
satisfaction.” Lois Malcolm creates
a Pauline theological framework for
church planting.
The two essays in the second section provide stories of churches where
we see the Spirit’s activity in the world
through church planting. Leith Anderson traces how the Spirit led his
congregation in numerous churchplanting efforts and summarizes his
experience into a mini-primer for
planting missional congregations.
The third section of three essays

I Refuse...

discusses new missional church plants,
highlighting theological reflection on
emerging churches, multiculturalism,
and new organizational possibilities
for church planters to consider. Daniel Anderson provides a process for
discerning missional identity that is
usable across denominational lines.
The fourth section is a sermon by Paul
Chung, who orients the church-planting efforts to the heart of a God who
loves a lost and dying world.
This book provides original scholarship for missional church planting,
and thus contributes fresh insights to
the missional church conversation,
as well as to the increasing literature
on church planting. Together, these
essays present a diverse, but cohesive
story of missional church planting in
the power of the Spirit for our time.
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One of the ways the Spirit of God is
creating a new future for Christianity
in North America is through the planting of missional congregations—faith
communities, created and led by the
Spirit, that are intentional about participating in God’s Trinitarian mission to reach the world. The authors
cover the spectrum of theology, planning, and practice of church planting
that will be helpful for those planting
as well as those reviving a church.
Check these titles:
Roxburgh, Alan. 2011. Missional:
Joining God in the Neighborhood. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House.
Woodward, J.R. 2012. Creating a
Missional Culture: Equipping the Church
for the Sake of the World. Downers
Grove, Ill.” InterVarsity Press.
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Following Jesus:

Journeys in Radical Discipleship:
Essays in Honor of Ronald J. Sider
Paul Alexander and Al Tizon, editors.
Regnum Books International, Woodstock
Road, Oxford, UK OX2 UKR, 2013,
235 pages, $19.99.
—Reviewed by Larry Poston, professor of Religion, Nyack College.

T

he strength of this volume lies in
its portrayal of Ronald J. Sider,
former professor at Messiah College
and now at Palmer Theological Seminary of Eastern University. Sider is
most noted for his book Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger, a modern
classic dealing with economic and
social justice.
Somewhat surprisingly, however,

nearly every contributor to Following
Jesus is insistent that Sider’s primary
focus in ministry has never been social, economic, or political activism,
but rather the necessity of an internal
and personal conversion to Christ as
Lord. In a day and age in which community development, relief work, and
international justice and peacekeeping
efforts appear to have all but replaced
the more traditional missionary ministries of evangelism, disciplemaking,
and church planting, Sider’s insistence
upon a balanced view of ministry is a
breath of fresh air.
As with all such volumes, the quality of the chapters varies considerably.
The contributing authors represent a
wide range of backgrounds and commitments, having in common only
the fact of having been profoundly

impacted by Sider’s life and writings.
The writers speak of the influence of
Ron in their lives, followed by accounts of the various ministries that
have been established as a result of
that influence.
While some are quite obviously
taking the opportunity to advertise
their own contributions to the kingdom, nearly all deal with some aspect
of social, economic, environmental,
or political engagement. Some are
profound (Heidi Unruh’s chapter
on “Civil Discourse,” for instance,
should be required reading for all
Christians), while others include
statements that would elicit groans
of disbelief from veteran missionaries (“…the Risen LORD is leading
the way in overcoming global warming…”). In addition to Unruh’s con-
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tribution, Craig Keener, Kristyn Komarniki, and David Gushee deserve
special mention for having produced
well-written, informative, and highly
applicable chapters.
Many of the authors have adopted
the longstanding fallacy of social activists in general and the ecumenical
movement in particular, insisting that
Jesus gave “preferential treatment to
the poor” in his ministry. This view
is clearly contradicted by the Gospels,
which show Jesus caustically dismissing the masses on occasion (“Let the
dead bury their own dead”; Matt.
8:22), dining often with wealthy
Pharisees (Luke 7:36; 11:37-44; 14:114), inviting himself to the home of
Zacchaeus, the rich tax collector (Luke
19:1-10), and spending time with the
likes of Nicodemus (a member of the

Sanhedrin) and Joseph of Arimathea
(upper-class gentlemen who took it
upon themselves to prepare Jesus’
body for burial [John 19:38-42]). Despite this bias, the accounts of Ronald Sider’s wisdom and emphasis on
the more historical views of ministry
make this book a worthwhile read.
Check these titles:
Chilton, David. 1985. Productive
Christians in an Age of Guilt-Manipulators: A Biblical Response to Ronald J.
Sider. Tyler, Tex.: Institute for Biblical
Economics.
Sider, Ronald J. 2005. Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger (5th edition).
Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas Nelson.
_____. 2005. The Scandal of the
Evangelical Conscience. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Baker Books.
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I Am Not Afraid:

Demon Possession
and Spiritual Warfare
Robert H. Bennett, Concordia Printing
House, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave, St. Louis,
MO 63118, 2013, 214 pages, $24.98.
—Reviewed by Ezekiel O. Ajani, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield,
Illinois.

D

emon possession and its panacea
of exorcism is a debatable topic,
even among Christians. In 1973, William Friedkin directed the movie titled
“The Exorcist.” The film, which was
based on the novel by William Peter
Blatty, was a true story which occurred
in 1949. For many, the film which
portrayed spiritual warfare was simply
a fantastic myth.
For Robert Bennett, the issue of demonic possession and exorcism in not
treated as a myth or fable—it is an ongoing reality. In this epic study, Bennett brings to the consciousness of the
reader the actuality of spiritual warfare
based on the experiences of the Malagasy Lutheran Church. He notes that
power encounters are constant realities in the clash which occurs between
the gospel and traditional religions.
The book of eleven chapters is divided into two major parts. The first
part is a careful documentation of the
stories of over sixty Malagasy people
who are recent converts in the Lutheran Church. Bennett narrates their
experiences of demonic possession
prior to their coming to Christ, their
conversion, and their present lives of
peace and freedom from that demonic possession. Here, we see a Christian response by the Malagasy Lutheran Church to the religio-cultural and

social malady of her context.
The second part of the book is a
theoretical grounding from the Bible
and church history on demonic possession and exorcism. The author validates the reality of spiritual warfare
by alluding to related encounters between Jesus and the demoniacs in the
Gospels. Jesus practiced exorcism as
he cast out demons by the power of
God. Demon possessions have been
and will continue; however, Satan is
wounded and eschatologically defeated. In historic Lutheranism, the
affirmation of the reality of Satan,
demons, and diabolical possessions
have remained part of the group’s
confessional teaching and praxis.
Bennett is to be commended for
this work, which provides a platform
(the Lutheran Church of Madagascar)
through which the Church can learn
about the realities of the existence
of Satan and Jesus’ victory over him,
particularly in light of the enlightenment’s denial of spiritual forces. Another helpful insight from the book
is that when churches provide a relevant response to its contextual challenges, tremendous growth occurs, as
in the case of the Malagasy Lutheran
Church. In a future reprint, the second
part of the book could be expanded
to accommodate ecumenical voices in
support of the arguments of the book,
other than just the Lutheran voices.
Check these titles:
Murphy, Edward F. 2003. The
Handbook for Spiritual Warfare. Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas Nelson.
Olukoya, D.K., 2011. Power over
Tropical Demons. Lagos: Battle Cry
Christian Ministries.
Wagner, C. Peter, ed. 1991. Territorial
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Spirits: Insights on Strategic-Level Spiritual
Warfare from Nineteen Christian Leaders.
England: Sovereign World Limited.

Inequality, Corruption
and the Church:

Challenges and Opportunities
in the Global Church
Martin Allaby, editor. Regnum Studies in
Global Community, Regnum Books International, 6HR, UK, 2013, 228 pages,
$82.23.
—Reviewed by Eva I. Shaw-Taylor,
deputy director, The Institute for Diasporan and African Culture, New York;
executive director, Global Institute for
Women and Youth.

M

any institutions and international bodies such as the World
Bank, IMF, and USAID have extensively researched and written about
corruption. Many of these books and
articles have been about Third World/
developing countries, and most if not
all have been from the economic point
of view. One will be hard pressed
to find any books about corruption
written from the point of view of the
Church as Martin Allaby has done.
Inequality, Corruption and the
Church is written from a very unique
point of view by using country case
studies and actual discussions with
people within the Church. Many
Christians become upset or get offended when the word corruption
is used in the same sentence as the
church; so how Allaby brings this issue to the fore is very important. He
looks at two critical questions: (1)
Why is economic inequality greatest
in Christian, and especially Protestant developing countries, and (2)
250 EMQ April 2014

Can the Church reduce those economic inequalities?
In the first part of the book, Allaby relies heavily on economic discussions and research efforts readily sourced from the World Bank. He
brings new insights on a number of
issues, including defining economic
inequality and the Church and explaining their co-existence as influencers. Allaby zeroes in on countries
which he knew and had lived in.
The second part of the book deals
with country case studies, in particular the Philippines, Kenya, Zambia,
and Peru. These studies are very compelling because they show marked
differences from country to country—whether the nation in question
is more Catholic than Protestant or
moving towards Protestantism versus Catholicism. In fact, they are not
all the same nor do they fit into a
particular mold. The reader realizes
that one cannot make generalized assumptions about the Church and corruption based on whether the country
has more Catholics than Protestants.
In developing countries where
Christianity is growing faster than in
the Western world, it is important to
examine why corruption exists, especially when the Christ they follow
warned against overemphasis on material things. The basis for corruption
is greed and one would hope that
Christians would follow the footsteps
of Christ and not be tempted by the
things of the flesh. Corruption exists
in the Church and the Church has
a responsibility to clean house first,
and then extend that cleaning to its
communities. Inequality, Corruption
and the Church by Martin Allaby examines this issue and is a must read.

Check these titles:
Quiroz, Alfonso W. 2008. Corrupt
Circles: A History of Unbound Graft in
Peru. Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins
University Press.
Wrong, Michela. 2010. It’s Our Turn
to Eat: The Story of a Kenyan WhistleBlower. New York: Harper Perennial.

Intercultural
Communication for
Christian Ministry
Frank Tucker. Self-published, Adelaide,
South Australia, 2013, 376 pages, $18.00.
—Reviewed by Alexander K. Zell,
adjunct professor, Lincoln Christian University, Lincoln, Illinois, former C&MA
missionary in Brazil.

I

n my second year in a small town as
a missionary, I was shocked to learn
that my national brother thought
that I was deliberately keeping him
at an emotional distance. What was
his reasoning? I scheduled my visits
with him instead of just dropping by
unannounced, especially around dinner time. Using my own cultural grid,
I thought that I was communicating
respect for his right to privacy, his
family time, and valuing him as a colleague. My colleague, using his communication receptor, thought that I
only wanted a business relationship.
How can we, as missionaries, read
the unwritten rules of speaking to
people of another culture? One way
is to learn what could get short-circuited in our social interactions. This
book is Frank Tucker’s response to
that need. We must be aware of how
to connect in order for the message
to flow. There are hundreds of secular
books on intercultural communica-

tion. However, Frank Tucker writes as
a missionary for missionaries on the
subject. He knows what we need to understand because he’s been there. This
book is filled with helpful information.
Tucker introduces the reader to interpersonal communication theory,
symbols, and meanings. His experience in Irian Jaya and Australia helps
him to focus on interpersonal relationships. He includes both verbal
and non-verbal communication skills.
He addresses culture, anthropology,
worldview differences, social structures, and contextualization. It might
have been better to bring a few less peripheral concepts to add more room
for explanation, but Tucker wants the
reader to be ready for anything.
One strength of this book is its fifty pages dedicated to modern media.
Tucker advocates for a variety of communication forms, demonstrating
how performing arts, mime, puppetry, cell phones, music, dance, drama,
radio, television, and the Internet can
communicate across cultures.
As this suitcase is unpacked, there
is a great deal of helpful information
to try on. Tucker utilizes thirty-eight
critical incidents in actual ministry
to show the need to learn a new concept. For example, he shares how a
medical doctor asked a chief in Zaire
for a favor so that the chief could receive eye glasses without incurring
shame (p. 101). Tucker also incorporates twenty-two case studies to make
connections to the reader’s own ministry setting. Although this work provides keys to unlocking intercultural
communication theory for mission
professors, it can be useful for any
missionary practitioner in the field.
I would recommend this book to
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anyone who wants to understand and
apply cross-cultural communication
theory. In my opinion, Intercultural
Communication for Christian Ministry
is an essential piece of luggage for
your cross-cultural mission trip.

Mission as Ministry
of Reconciliation
Robert Schreiter and Knud Jorgensen, editors. Regnum Books International, Woodstock Road, Oxford, UK 0X2 UKR, 2013,
352 pages, £18.95.
—Reviewed by Inti MartinezAleman, a Honduran attorney residing
in the U.S. after experiencing rampant
violence in his home country.

T

wo of the most salient characteristics of this book are its well-formed
structure, and its thorough analysis
and reasoning on reconciliation. The
editors and the contributors alike must
be commended for this conscientious
work. There are two large sections in
this book. Section one is described
by the editors as containing “various
perspectives on mission as ministry of
reconciliation,” which represents the
theory on the topic. Section 2 “contains a broad spectrum of experiences
of reconciliation locally, regionally and
globally.” Sometimes, the authors get
repetitive; however, as a whole they do
build on each other. Removing one of
them from this anthology would leave
a gap in the narrative.
Robert Schreiter and Knud Jørgensen understand how powerful
and germane reconciliation is for the
Body of Christ in this era. Their selection of contributors ranges from
theologians and historians to pastors
and laypersons; their accounts vary
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from Ethiopia and Rwanda to Hungary and Hong Kong. An enormous
segment of rich theory and lessons
is missing nonetheless—those from
Latin America (which is unfortunate).
Reconciliation and its ministry in
mission are useful for all areas of life.
Jacques Matthey, Chris Rice, and others are correct in their assertions of
reconciliation encompassing the God/
human, human/nature, and human/
human relationships. Digging deeper,
we find reconciliation as the twin sister of redemption, in which repairing
what’s broken, healing wounds, and
rescuing what has been lost or stolen
are necessary to achieving justice and
peace.
It is time to move from a body that
is fixated on differences and dissensions to one that esteems commonalities and agreements. This is possible
in the Body of Christ, although selfrighteousness, pride, and pharisaical
attitudes cloud proper judgment. Never in human history has there been
as many Christian denominations,
branches, and factions as there are today. This reality can be acceptable for
a host of reasons, but the Kingdom
of God is hurt when these parts cannot collaborate together. Reconciliation among Christian groups does not
imply homogeneity, but harmony. In
Acts 1 Jesus doesn’t only want them
to “preach the gospel,” but to be his
witnesses by living it out as Jesus did.
Being divided is unhelpful. Reconciliation is vital for being his true witnesses, which makes this a timely book.
Proper reconciliation among human beings involves forgiving. After
my mother’s death, I met with her
assassins, expressing to them my forgiveness and my desire for a change in

their lives. Although painful, reconciliation as forgiving is a commandment
which is better practiced when we
understand that “bad guys and good
guys are mythical creatures, and don’t
exist in real life. Each of us, no matter how good is fallen, and each of us,
no matter how evil is as beloved as the
prodigal son,” as Frederica MathewesGreen puts it in The Illumined Heart.

Mission Spirituality and
Authentic Discipleship
Wonsuk Ma and Kenneth R. Ross, editors.
Regnum Books International, Woodstock
Road, Oxford, UK OX2 UKR, 2013, 245
pages, £26.99.
—Reviewed by LouAnn Stropoli,
congregational minister; inspirational
speaker and leadership coach, Inspirational Leading.

F

rom Everywhere to Everywhere.”
This phrase, cited in Mission
Spirituality and Authentic Discipleship,
describes the enormous expanse and
reciprocity of mission knowledge and
efforts all across the globe. This book
is a tool for that very purpose. Bringing together contributors and viewpoints from varied denominations, age
groups, and ethnic backgrounds, it allows disciples who may never meet in
person to learn more about the work of
the Holy Spirit from each other.
Among others, the perspectives
in this book include the African Independent Churches (AICs), the
Bolivian Catholic Church, the devotional practices of India, the Anglican
Church in Africa, and the Russian
Orthodox Church. This book also
challenges its readers to consider a
broader range of categories of people

through whom the presence of the
Holy Spirit is being exemplified. For
instance, a chapter is dedicated to
reaching the youth in Bolivia, while
another chapter is dedicated to the
reconciliation in Israel and Palestine.
Mingled with foci on specific age or
ethnic groups, the chapters also delve
into the indigenous religious history
of regions all over the world and investigate how that history has mingled with the arrival of the gospel.
While the contributions are positive and forward moving, they are
also forthcoming in their revelation
of areas of weaknesses. Nicta Lubaale
shines light on the realities of the
economic inequalities and the leadership restrictions for female disciples
in the AICs. Tereso Casiño addresses
the negative aspects of Bahala Na as
it interfaces with authentic Christian
discipleship. Rosauro Sandoval gives
voice to the disseminating youth of
Bolivia and their desires to see the
church adapt and change to the ways
of contemporary society.
A significant thread stated both
outwardly and subtlety implied is
that of ecumenism. Andrew Bush addresses a lack of ecclesiastical communion among brothers and sisters
within local communities and indicates its influence on the inability to
find unity and love across boundaries of theological distinctions. Moses
Morales states, “Mission and ecumenism go together, not separately.”
This book is a practical example of
ecumenism in action as the readers
and contributors seek to learn from
one another.
Mission Spirituality and Authentic
Discipleship gives a helpful overview
of mission spirituality as it is lived
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out and practiced in many parts of
the world. If there is anything lacking,
it would be the discovery of a quiet
Holy Spirit movement being ignited
in the small village/town church but
hidden in the shadows. For that we
shall wait and see, for this work is
not the finale of this important area,
but rather a commencement. From it
many branches of study and interrelated conversations may be pursued.
These conversations will be aided
via the inclusion of a comprehensive
bibliography, a list of other works
published by Regnum, and the helpful conclusion written by the editors.

Saving God’s Face:

A Chinese Contextualization
of Salvation through Honor
and Shame
Jackson Wu. William Carey International University Press, 159 E. Howard St,
Pasadena, CA 91104, 2012, 374 pages,
$25.00.
—Reviewed by Glen Osborn, president,
China Outreach Ministries.

D

oes sharing the gospel from the
Roman-influenced Western legal
system limit its impact in an honor
and shame culture? This is the problem that Jackson Wu seeks to answer
in this book.
Wu discusses and defines theological contextualization and emphasizes
that culture determines how the gospel is understood; which, likewise,
impacts the way it is presented. He
states that missiologists must treat
scripture with careful attention to
the author’s original meaning, while
using culture to interpret scripture.
He presents the perspective that the
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gospel traditionally has been shared
from a Western law-focused understanding of justification and atonement. He states that people who hear
the gospel from this perspective will
need to think like westerners in order
to receive the message.
Wu utilizes the Chinese honorshame based culture to demonstrate
additional elements of truth and its
application in scripture. He points to
various Chinese theologians’ perspectives on justification, demonstrating
how honor and shame are cultural
elements that provide key insight as
to what God in Christ accomplished
on the cross. He gives an answer to an
intriguing question, “What does the
atonement do for God?” Wu presents
that in God’s covenant with Abraham, God identifies with humanity, casting his lot with “all nations.”
The cross saves God’s “face” from the
shame of his people. Christ’s obedience perfectly glorifies God, satisfying the debt humanity owes God.
He devotes a significant section of
the book to an exposition of the first
chapters of Romans from an honorshame perspective.
The section on the writings of Chinese theologians’ perspectives on the
gospel is particularly interesting and
informative. Three-Self theologians
are cited with caution due to their liberal theology, but the reader is encouraged to learn from what is shared regarding culture and contextualization.
Wu warns against Christians boasting
in their cultural identity, and desires
that an appreciation of contextualization will result in mobilization of Chinese in global missions.
This book helps westerners understand honor/shame and discover new

personal depths of God’s great plan of
grace and love. We benefit from multiple cultural perspectives of the truth
of God’s word and his gospel for the
entire world. We are also helped in developing contextualized applications
of the gospel for reaching Chinese.
The book reminds me that although
we never can fully understand another
culture, we must try. And we need our
brothers and sisters of other cultures
to not only help us understand, but
to lead us in effectively promoting the
gospel within those cultures.
Other Recommended
Mission Reads
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classifieds
Individual, group, career, short-term
health plans. Coverage for: Short-term
teams, furlough, missionaries settling
back into the USA, medical and political evacuation, terrorism coverage, nonAmericans studying, visiting or working
in the USA. Also term life plans. Good
Neighbor Insurance is one of the most
recognized brokers of health insurance
for overseas, charitable and missionary
organizations. Visit www.gninsurance.
com. Email: info@gninsurance.com; toll
free: 866-636-9100; fax: 480-813-9100.
Missionaries!!! If you are considering
changing mission boards, or looking to affiliate with a non-denominational, evangelical mission sending agency, consider
serving with Ripe for Harvest. Contact Dr.
Tim Smith at (480) 373-9387, rfhphoenix@gmail.com, or visit us at www.ripeforharvest.org. Member of ECFA and NAE.
ESL/EFL Teacher Training. Are you
planning to teach English as part of your
ministry? Our Reach Out with English
course can equip you and your volunteers with the foundation you need for
teaching or tutoring. The course is taught
as a 1 week summer intensive, over three
weekends on campus, or on location at
a hosting church. Institute for CrossCultural Training, Billy Graham Center,
Wheaton College. E-mail: icct@wheaton.
edu. Web: www.wheaton.edu/bgc/icct.
Online Course for Language Coaches.
Our online course, Foundations of Language Coaching, offers practical help
for working with on-field language and
culture learners. Available beginning fall
2013, this is the first in a series of courses
for language coaches. Institute for CrossCultural Training, Billy Graham Center,
Wheaton College. E-mail: icct@wheaton.
edu. Web: www.wheaton.edu/bgc/icct.
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Online Second Language Acquisition.
Are your new missionaries well prepared
for the task of language learning? Our
SLA learner-training course can make a
significant difference in how quickly and
how well missionaries learn the language
and culture—and for some it can make a
difference in whether they learn the language and culture. Our online course is
offered five times each year and can be
taken pre-field at home or on the field.
Institute for Cross-Cultural Training,
Billy Graham Center, Wheaton College.
E-mail: icct@wheaton.edu. Web: www.
wheaton.edu/bgc/icct.
Global Recordings Network. Share
about Jesus in 6,000+ languages. www.
globalrecordings.net Call 888-444-7872.
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